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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

This thesis grew out of a translation project in which I became involved in 2007. Early that 

summer, I was approached by a Dutch IT company called Lemontree Outsourcing about translating 

their website from Dutch into English. The company had a number of non‐Dutch clients, including a 

large German steel conglomerate and a Canadian aircraft manufacturer, and was interested in 

providing English‐language information about their products and services on their website in order to 

better serve these clients. Lemontree further hoped that an English‐language version of their website 

would help generate lucrative contracts with other multinational corporations located within the 

Netherlands. 

A quick glance at the existing Dutch version of the website revealed that it was made up of a 

combination of informative text about the different divisions within the company and the services 

offered by each division, and persuasive text designed to promote these services and entice potential 

customers to choose Lemontree above the competition. By virtue of the subject matter, much of the 

language used on the site was technical in nature. The text was clearly geared toward non‐specialists, 

but nevertheless made extensive use of IT‐related terminology. 

I agreed to take on the assignment, which would involve translating nearly the entire website—

roughly 4,500 words. The pages listing job openings would be omitted, as Lemontree is not 

interested in hiring personnel who cannot speak and read Dutch. The company also requested that I 

provide them with a list of Dutch IT terms I encountered during the translation process and their 

English translations, which they could then refer to when corresponding with their non‐Dutch clients.  

As I began to take a closer look at the portion of the website I had been commissioned to 

translate, a number of questions arose in my mind. Would translating a website be any different 

from translating the conventional paper‐based texts I had worked on previously? Would Dutch 

advertising language “work” when transferred into English? And how was I going to deal with the 

unfamiliar IT terminology? It was at this point that I hit upon the idea of using the Lemontree text as 

a case study for exploring these questions more thoroughly. The website, with its challenging 

medium, persuasive language and technical terminology, seemed to lend itself well to in‐depth 

study. 

I therefore decided to devote this thesis to examining the types of issues I would face in 

translating the Lemontree text, which is characterized by a specific textual medium (the Internet), a 

specific textual function (operative/persuasive), and a specific genre (technical texts). The core of my 

thesis will consist of a thorough exploration of each of these three topics, followed by a translation‐

focused analysis of the source text, and ultimately the translation itself. Through this format, I hope 

not only to shed light on the issues surrounding the translation of this particular text, but also to 

generate a number of practical strategies for translating web texts in general, especially those that 

make use of persuasive language and technical terminology. 

 
The Lemontree website  

The Lemontree website (http://www.lemontree.nl/) in its current form was designed in October 

2005. Much of the text was taken from the website’s previous incarnation, and has remained 

relatively unchanged up to the present. The website contains fifteen “core” pages and a constantly‐

changing number of pages featuring job openings and news items. At the writing of this thesis, there 
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were seven pages of news items and six pages of job openings. For reasons mentioned above, the job 

openings will not be included in the translation.  

Each of the pages within the website is divided into a main navigation bar running horizontally 

across the top of the screen, a subsidiary navigation menu running vertically down the left-hand side 

of the screen, and the main reading window in the center, where content appears. The main 

navigation bar at the top of the screen features six clickable categories: Outsourcing, Detachering, 

Consultancy, Webdevelopment, Vacatures, Referenties. Each of these categories is linked to one or 

more subcategories containing further information. When one of the six main categories is selected, 

these subcategories appear in the subsidiary menu to the left, which changes depending on the 

selection.  

As is the case with many websites, Lemontree’s homepage (the page that users see first when 

accessing the website) is designed slightly differently from the rest of the site. Rather than displaying 

information on a single topic, as do the rest of the pages, the main content window on the 

homepage features eight short “teasers” or “blurbs” taken from other pages within the site. When 

clicked on, these teasers take the user to the relevant page by means of internal hyperlinks. The left-

hand portion of the screen is also different on the homepage. Instead of displaying the subsidiary 

menu, this portion of the screen bears the heading “Latest news” and contains teasers for news 

articles related to Lemontree that open in the main content window when clicked.  

 

 
 The homepage of the Dutch version of the Lemontree website. 

 
The site is made up mostly of grey and/or black text on a white background, and has few 

graphics. Color contrast is provided by the numerous hyperlinks, which are orange. When the mouse 

pointer is placed above a hyperlink, the link changes from orange to green to signal that it is "active” 

and able to be clicked on. The Lemontree logo is featured at the top of every page, along with one of 
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eight rotating images accompanied by English slogans such as “We look at things differently” or 

“Need a helping hand?” 

 An animated button located in the subsidiary menu on the left side of all pages (with the 

exception of the home page, the news pages, and the pages with job openings) flashes between an 

image of a man with a magnifying glass accompanied by the caption "Let's get personal" and the 

words "Lemontree Event Program." This button represents the only use of Flash animation on the 

entire website and catches the reader’s eye by changing back and forth every two to three seconds. 

When users click on the button, a new window opens containing information about Lemontree’s 

customer rewards program. 

 

 
        A close-up of the button. 
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Chapter 2: The Internet Medium 
 

When it comes to translation, possibly the most defining characteristic of the Lemontree project 

is its medium, the Internet. The Internet is a relatively young textual medium that is “more dynamic 

than traditional writing and more permanent than traditional speech.”1 By virtue of being a website, 

the Lemontree text is not actually a single document, but rather a network of interconnected, yet 

independently readable texts. These individual texts interact with one another and with the visual 

media on the webpage, necessitating a different approach to translation than is typically used for 

linear, paper-based texts. 

Before discussing the Lemontree text in particular, however, it is necessary to better 

understand the nature of web texts in general, along with the strategies that are appropriate for 

translating them.2  

 

What is a website? 

In his article “Website Localization and Translation,” Peter Sandrini defines the term website as 

a collection of written documents, images, programs and other features that can be called up and 

accessed using a unique code, or web address.3 Taken together, these interdependent features are 

experienced by users as a single, integrated medium – the website – which can be accessed using 

computers, mobile telephones, and other electronic devices with visual displays. 

While enormous variation exists in the way websites are structured, most consist of a number 

of different pages connected to one another by means of hyperlinks: clickable icons, words or 

sentences that cause new content to become available to the reader.4 Hyperlinks can be used to 

connect two items of information on the same web page, on different pages within the same 

website, or on different websites entirely.5 

The use of interactive hyperlinks sets websites apart from other types of visual media in which 

communication tends to take the form of a one-way transmission from the sender to the receiver. 

Hyperlinks give rise to the three most defining characteristics of web-based communication: 

multimodality, nonlinearity, and interactivity. 

 

Multimodality 

Multimodality refers to the ways in which diverse semiotic modes (e.g. language, images, 

sound, etc.) are combined in a single context. The different modes may reinforce one another, fulfill 

complementary roles, or be hierarchically ordered.6 In the case of websites, meaning is created using 

a combination of text, graphics, video, sound and color. Some websites are clearly text-oriented, with 

                                                           
1
 Crystal 2001, 94 

2
 Some degree of confusion exists surrounding Internet terminology, particularly concerning the terms 

“website” and “web page”. Sandrini makes a distinction between the two terms, explaining that “*a+ web site 
encompasses all web pages which are accessible under a common web address *or+ domain name” (Sandrini 1). 
For the purposes of this thesis, I will use the terms “website” and “web page” in the same way, with “website” 
denoting a collection of individual web pages. 
3
 Sandrini 2005, 1 

4
 Tiggeler and Doeve 2000, 37 

5
 Schiller 2006, 535 

6
 Kress and van Leeuwen 2001, 20 
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other semiotic modes in a subordinate role. Other sites rely heavily on graphics, animations, videos, 

sound files, etc. The diverse range of possibilities for creating integrated multisensory environments 

sets online communication apart from other, more static media.  

 

Nonlinearity 

The second important characteristic of web-based communication is nonlinearity. Nonlinearity 

refers to the fact that individual pages within a website do not have a fixed reading order. Unlike a 

book, in which the pages are generally read one after another, web pages may be read in any order 

the user wishes. Within individual websites, pages are generally arranged in a hierarchical structure, 

with main categories branching off into subcategories. The different pages within a particular 

“branch” are related to one another and to the information higher up in the hierarchy.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

             Diagram based on Tiggeler & Doeve 28. 

 
As can be seen in the diagram above, however, different pages may be connected to one 

another despite having no direct relationship within the hierarchy. This is accomplished by means of 

hyperlinks, represented here by arrows. These non-hierarchical relationships offer a great deal of 

flexibility in terms of reading order. Users may skip from subject to subject and website to website, 

clicking on links and performing new searches until they have found the information they are looking 

for. Nonlinear reading order is not limited to the web; newspaper readers often skip over articles 

they find uninteresting or read certain sections first before coming back to others, and “choose your 

own adventure”-type books with multiple outcomes have long been popular for children. However, 

web pages have taken nonlinearity to new heights: not only are readers free to access the texts in 

whatever order they choose, but the texts themselves do not implicitly suggest any particular order. 

There are no page numbers, nothing to keep the reader from clicking around the site at random or 

even leaving the site entirely. Even the top of the hierarchical structure, the home page, may not 

necessarily be read first, since search engines or other sites may link to a particular page in the 

middle of the site.7 Each page must therefore make clear its relationship to the rest of the site. This is 

usually accomplished through the use of recurring navigation bars or buttons that remain constant 

across all pages.  

                                                           
7
 Tiggeler and Doeve 2000, 20 
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Interactivity 

Nonlinearity goes hand-in-hand with the final important characteristic of web-based 

communication: interactivity. The nonlinear structure of websites ensures that, unlike in traditional 

printed media, Internet users have a great deal of influence over the types of information they 

receive, as well as the order in which they receive it and the tempo of communication. While readers 

of printed books can of course choose to skip certain passages or to lay aside the book entirely, they 

cannot easily single out the precise information they are interested in and jump directly to it. Thanks 

to search engines and hyperlinks, web users are able to do just that. However, web users’ autonomy 

over the information flow does not end with determining the speed or order of the message being 

transmitted; in certain cases, web users are even able to reverse the direction of transmission, 

changing their roles from that of receivers into that of senders. Online forums, guestbooks, product 

review sites, weblogs and wikis all allow users to publish their own content for others to read. The 

results are immediately visible on the screen, giving web-based communication a level of interactivity 

and immediacy unmatched by other media. 

 

The nature of web texts 
There are a number of crucial differences between texts published on the Internet and those 

found in traditional paper-based media. In this section, I will address these differences and discuss 

characteristics often found in web texts. The discussion can be roughly divided into three main 

sections: function, text structure and writing style.  

 

Webtext functions 

The ability to quickly and easily publish online content has given rise to countless different types 

of websites on a wide range of subjects. Despite this diversity, web texts, like other text types, can be 

broken down into three main textual functions as defined by Katharina Reiss in her translation-

focused text typology: informative, expressive and operative texts.8 

The primary goal of informative texts is to convey information. Many websites in the 

government and academic sectors fit into this category, as well as news-based websites. Informative 

web texts seek to provide visitors with facts about a certain topic. They are a valuable tool for 

spreading information, since web texts have the potential to reach far greater numbers of people 

than printed brochures or flyers.9 

Expressive texts, also known as communicative texts, are designed to share ideas and opinions. 

In some cases, they may also have an artistic function. Expressive web texts can take many forms, 

including online forums in which readers gather to debate topics or exchange tips, photo-sharing 

websites such as Flickr, and creative writing groups.10 

Operative texts are intended to motivate the reader to think or act in a certain way. These texts 

are often commercial in nature, as in the case of advertising or public relations. As Jeremy Munday 

points out, operative texts “may not always be directly selling a product, but they are reinforcing or 

constructing an image, seeking to affect people’s behavior in some way, or at least to make them 

                                                           
8
 Reiss 2000, 26 

9
 Tiggeler and Doeve 2000, 10 

10
 http://www.flickr.com/ 
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stop and think.”11 Operative texts are on the rise in the fast-paced world of the Internet. Business 

processes such as customer service and the placing and tracking of orders are increasingly taking 

place online. Larger businesses, in particular, are increasingly making use of e-commerce and e-

business strategies.12 Even smaller businesses must now have a “web presence” in order to compete 

on the world market. Persuasive texts aiming to convince readers to buy certain products or services 

are therefore abundant on the web. 

As will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, the Lemontree website is predominantly 

operative in nature. It seeks to promote the services offered by the company and to encourage 

potential customers to choose Lemontree over one of their competitors. Like many websites, 

however, the Lemontree site actually combines all three of the above textual functions. In addition 

to their operative functions, the “Latest News” column and contact information are also informative 

in nature, while the “Referenties” tab contains expressive text in the form of positive customer 

opinions about Lemontree. The interplay of these three textual functions is essential to the message 

that the Lemontree website seeks to communicate. 

 

Web text structure 

As noted in the previous sections, web texts differ from print media in that they are generally 

nonlinear in structure, meaning that they are not intended to be read sequentially. In her book Web 

Teaching Guide, Sarah Horton describes one way of ensuring that web texts remain intelligible 

regardless of the order they are read in: the use of a structuring device known as chunking. Chunking 

is the strategy of providing information in precise segments, or chunks. “A well-constructed chunk 

provides readers with a comprehensive account, as well as links to related or supporting pages for 

further study.”13 When information is provided in self-contained chunks, the individual pages within a 

website remain intelligible regardless of the order in which they are read. Web text chunks generally 

cover a single theme, such as “contact information” or “job openings”. Well-designed sites limit 

themselves to a single chunk per page, which helps to keep pages to a manageable length and 

ensures quick loading times. 

Each chunk can contain multiple sub-headings and paragraphs, which are arranged 

hierarchically. This makes the individual pages easier to scan visually, which is crucial—usability 

studies indicate that most users scan web pages for eye-catching information rather than reading 

word for word.14 In order to maximize its visibility, the most important information is located at the 

top of the page, where users are most likely to look first. Web texts usually contain only one idea per 

paragraph, as users may skip over any additional ideas contained in the paragraph if their attention is 

not caught by the first few words. Headings and titles are used to clearly mark divisions within the 

text. The Lemontree website largely follows these conventions. Information on the site is divided into 

chunks such as “Desktop management” and “Sever/netwerk beheer”, and with the exception of the 

home page, pages within the site are limited to one chunk per page. The chunks have been kept 

short: of the fifteen core pages, only three require any scrolling in order to read the complete text 

(though this may of course vary depending on the monitor). 

                                                           
11

 Munday 2004, 200 
12

 Tiggeler and Doeve 2000, 12 
13

 Horton 2000, 45 
14

 Nielsen 1997 
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Web texts are not only structured differently than traditional paper-based texts, but are 

generally also formatted differently. In a web text, large text blocks are often broken up into more 

manageable sections by means of white space, icons or images, or other means of allowing the 

reader to gain an overview of the page contents and to jump to the exact information he or she was 

seeking. Rather than marking the start of a new paragraph by means of indenting, as is common in 

English-language printed texts, web texts often separate paragraphs using blank lines. Leaving white 

space (an unused portion of the screen with no text or graphics) on the left and right sides of a block 

of text is also common. Because texts surrounded by white space do not span the entire width of the 

screen, readers do not have to turn their heads to read a line of text from one side of the monitor to 

the next and have fewer problems keeping their place in the text. This technique also ensures that 

the text is legible on many different sizes of monitors.15 The Lemontree website makes effective use 

of white space, which is used to break the information on each page into short, easy-to-read 

paragraphs.  

Bulleted lists are another example of formatting that is far more frequently used in web texts 

than in traditional printed texts. Because the text in a bulleted list is presented in bursts rather than 

as part of a running text, the writer is forced to prune away all superfluous information and preserve 

only the key points.16 This makes it easier for readers to quickly locate the information they are 

seeking without having to scan large blocks of text. The Lemontree website makes frequent use of 

bulleted lists to structure information. 

The practice of highlighting keywords, causing them to jump out at the reader, is another type 

of formatting that is more common in web texts than printed texts. Highlighting generally takes the 

form of variations in typeface or color. Hyperlinks are another common form of highlighting. Links 

are designed to stand out from the remainder of the text, thereby inviting the reader to click on 

them. They are often underlined, and may change color when the mouse pointer is positioned above 

them on the screen. This type of interactive text-marking is obviously impossible in a static, printed 

text. The hyperlinks on the Lemontree website are indicated in bright orange text, which stands out 

from the otherwise black-and-grey text of the site. When the mouse pointer is positioned above an 

orange link, the link turns green in order to indicate that it is “active” and able to be clicked on. 

 

Writing style 

When it comes to style, web texts are typically characterized by brevity and efficiency. This is in 

sharp contrast to academic writing, which “places great value on long, uninterrupted sections of text 

because they allow authors to work through complicated ideas systematically.”17 This difference is 

partly a product of the internet medium itself—while academic texts are generally (though not 

always) intended to be read in print form, web texts are by definition designed to be read on an 

electronic display, and are transmitted over an Internet connection. Lengthy web texts load more 

slowly and are hard on the eyes, resulting in a preference for breaking web texts into shorter, more 

manageable chunks.18  

The length of a web text, like any other text, depends on numerous different factors such as the 

text’s function, subject, and intended audience. However, it is fair to say that web texts are generally 

                                                           
15

 Tiggeler and Doeve 2000, 57-62 
16

 Ibid., 111 
17

 Anderson, Benjamin and Paredes-Holt 1998, 257 
18

 Ibid., 256 
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shorter than paper-based texts on equivalent subjects. Web users are impatient. Just as they do not 

want to wait for graphics-heavy sites to load, they do not want to wade through lengthy texts to get 

to the information they seek. The more clicks or scrolls needed to access a text, the more likely the 

reader is to get frustrated and leave the site.19 

The brevity of web texts has important consequences for their style. Their shorter length makes 

web texts seem “punchier” and more engaging, particularly if the short and to-the-point style also 

extends to the sentence level. Readers of web texts are often addressed directly in the second-

person form. Because this form is so often used in verbal communication, its use in written texts can 

cause the text to seem more dynamic and appealing to the reader. However, if done incorrectly, the 

second person perspective can come across as overly familiar or even bossy.20 

In general, the writing style of many web texts—particularly of commercial web texts such as 

the Lemontree website—has a great deal in common with advertising texts, which will be discussed 

in more detail in Chapter 3.  

 

Translating websites  
The unique functions, style and structure of web texts give rise to certain challenges for 

translators of these texts. In this section, I will discuss both the theoretical and practical issues 

involved in the web text translation process. 

There is a great deal of literature available on the subject of translation, spanning a broad range 

of text types and textual functions. Surprisingly, however, little has been written on the translation of 

web-based texts despite the fact that the Internet has become an indispensable part of many 

peoples’ daily lives. Sandra Nauert notes,  

Translating websites has been little discussed in the translation studies literature although 

it has been recognized as involving problems and decisions on a number of different 

translation levels… [including] cultural adaptation, information sequencing of hypertext 

segments and language use.21  

For the purposes of this thesis, I have therefore had to incorporate elements of translation theory 
not specifically geared toward web texts and adapt them to suit my topic. 

 

Why translate websites? 

The previous section showed the Internet medium to be a dynamic, interactive way to 

communicate information. The information contained online is instantly accessible to users across 

the globe, which means that web text lends itself quite naturally to translation. With the rise of the 

global economy, translation is an increasingly important means of facilitating communication across 

languages and cultures. In fact, the translation of web texts may now be the fastest-growing area 

within the field of translation.22 

                                                           
19

 Tiggeler and Doeve 2000, 20 
20

 Hageman 2004, 32 
21

 Nauert 2007, 1 
22

 O’Hagan and Ashworth 2002, xi 
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This is not surprising when one considers that the Internet medium is appropriate for storing 

and transmitting such a wide range of text types, including those that have traditionally been limited 

to printed media. For instance, as O’Hagan and Ashworth note, 

 [p]roduct and service information has been one of the traditional markets for translation 

and is now being increasingly made available online. In some cases, such information may 

be available only online since this saves the physical printing and distribution cost of the 

paper-based documentation.23 

That the Internet is an important medium for translation seems indisputable. But what, 

specifically, motivates a company or organization to have its website translated? The most obvious 

reason is to serve users who do not speak the language in which the website is written. Even this 

issue is, however, more complex than it may seem. Is the translated version of the website intended 

to attract visitors from within the source language culture who do not speak the language, such as 

recent immigrants, expatriates, or foreign businesses located in the source country? Or is it aiming 

for visitors from outside the source language culture, i.e. international visitors? In the case of the 

Lemontree website, the company is not particularly interested in attracting customers from abroad, 

since branching out internationally would involve a host of other logistical problems. Instead, 

Lemontree wishes to have the company website translated into English in order to serve customers 

within the Netherlands who do not speak Dutch. Many international corporations have branches in 

the Netherlands. Within these branches, English is often the default language for all internal and 

external communication. Lemontree already has a number of customers among these types of 

corporations, including Canadian Helicopter Corporation (CHC) in Den Helder and ThyssenKrupp 

Veerhaven in Brielle, Zuid-Holland. By having the company website translated into English, 

Lemontree hopes not only to better serve their existing English-speaking customers, but to attract 

additional lucrative contracts with large multinationals that have offices in the Netherlands. 

Another reason some companies choose to have their websites translated is because they feel 

that offering multiple language options is in keeping with the image they want to project. A well-

designed website offering versions in several languages may give the impression that the company is 

large, successful, internationally-oriented and multicultural.24 

Companies may also choose to maintain multiple language versions of their websites for the 

purposes of search engine optimization. Search engine optimization is the process of attracting more 

visitors to a website by making the site as visible as possible to Internet search engines, such as 

Google.25 A website that is written in several languages has more content than a similar website with 

only one language version, both in terms of sheer volume of content and variety, and will likely have 

more incoming links. These factors will help the website to rank higher in search results, and 

therefore attract more visitors. 

When it comes to linking the different language versions of a website to one another, web 

usability experts such as the editors of Naar Voren, an online publication for web designers, strongly 

recommend that each version receives its own domain: English sites should end in .com or .co.uk, 

Dutch sites in .nl, German sites in .de, etc. This is a relatively inexpensive measure that projects a far 

more professional image than simply tacking the translated versions of the site onto the original 

                                                           
23

 O’Hagan and Ashworth 2002, 9 
24

 Van den Berg 2006 
25

 Ibid. 
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domain. Ideally, the website should make use of scripts that automatically detect users’ language 

settings and redirect them to the appropriate language version. A so-called “language switch”, or 

menu at the top of the page listing the languages the user can choose from, is essential. Naar Voren 

recommends using the correct spelling for each of the language options (i.e. “English”, “Nederlands”, 

“Deutsch”, etc.) rather than using flag icons as shorthand for languages. Flags can be problematic: 

using an American flag to designate English may alienate UK visitors, and vice versa. The same is true 

of using the flag of the Netherlands to designate the Dutch language, when many Dutch speakers 

also live in Belgium.26 

 

How to translate websites    

Having established the reasons why a business might choose to have its website translated, it is 

time to move on to the translation process itself. The following section will cover the role of the 

translator and the tools available to assist translators of web texts. 

 

Defining the role of the translator 

Perhaps the most important step in the translation of web texts is for the client and the 

translator to come to an agreement regarding the tasks that the translator is expected to complete 

above and beyond “simply” translating the text. The unique character of the Internet medium gives 

rise to a number of issues that do not feature in the translation of other types of texts. These issues 

are mainly technological in nature: Is the translator responsible for inserting the appropriate HTML 

tags into the target text, or will that be done by the client? Is it the translator’s task to change 

internal links to point to the correct pages? What about modifying graphics that contain words? 

Generally speaking, translators are not usually responsible for modifying such things as the 

overall site design or the placement of graphics. Decisions of this type require knowledge of design 

principles and, often, a deep understanding of the effect of these principles within the target culture, 

and are generally left to web designers and/or advertising agencies.27 However, while they may not 

be required to modify site design elements, translators must remain conscious of these elements 

throughout the translation process. For example, if the translated text is substantially longer than the 

source text, it may not fit into predesigned text boxes or buttons. Problems of this kind can be 

avoided by maintaining open lines of communication between the web designer(s) and the 

translator. Advertising translation specialist Ira Torresi warns of what can happen if this 

communication is lacking: 

[G]raphic designers may omit a final paragraph without consulting the translator, because 

“it didn’t fit into the space”; or translators may dismiss as irrelevant the graphic designer’s 

warning to keep the target text of the same length as the source text.28  

Torresi suggests that awareness on the part of the translator of the basic elements of graphic 

design can also play an important role in avoiding design conflicts. 

While translators of web texts tend not to be responsible for modifying graphic design 

elements, they are often required to handle text formatting issues. In the case of web texts, text 
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formatting is generally accomplished using HyperText Markup Language, or HTML. HTML is hidden 

code that provides structure to web pages and the text they contain.29 In many cases, it is helpful – or 

even necessary – for translators of web texts to have a working knowledge of HTML. Clients may 

request that translators work with tag editing software in order to insert translated text directly into 

the correct HTML tags.  

In my own personal experience, clients most often deliver web texts to the translator in the 

form of a Microsoft Word document or .PDF file, and expect to receive the translated document in 

the same format. The translated text is then passed along to the webmaster, who uploads the text to 

the site at a later date. This allows the client to review the translation before it is published to the 

web. However, some clients may request that the translator publish the translated version directly 

using tag editing software. In situations such as this, it is useful for the translator to be familiar with 

the basics of HTML and tag editing. 

 

Other issues surrounding the translation of web texts 

In order to ensure that the target text functions effectively within the Internet medium, is 

important for translators to be familiar with the guidelines for writing web texts covered in the first 

portion of this chapter. If the source text was written according to these guidelines, the translator 

should have few problems ensuring that the target text meets the guidelines as well. However, not 

all source texts will have been “optimized” for the web. In such cases, the translator may want to 

consider splitting long blocks of text into discrete paragraphs, breaking long sentences into shorter, 

more web-friendly ones, rewording passive constructions, or even adding headings or putting text 

into bulleted lists. Any major modifications to the source text should of course be discussed in 

advance with the client to avoid misunderstandings. In the case of the Lemontree website, the text is 

already divided into web-appropriate “chunks” that do not require being split up or reformatted. The 

Lemontree text writers have also avoided the use of long sentences, passive constructions, or other 

stylistic problems. This should simplify the translation process considerably. 

Translators should take their clues not only from the source text, but also from the graphics and 

color scheme used on the site. For example, if the graphics are brightly-colored and fun, suggesting a 

young and enthusiastic image, it is important that the text not be overly formal or stodgy. This issue 

will be discussed in further depth in the following chapter, which focuses on the translation of 

advertising texts, along with other issues such as cultural preferences regarding promotional 

language, advertising slogans, forms of address, etc.  
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Chapter 3: Advertising 
 

The second defining characteristic of the Lemontree website is its use of persuasive language. 

As explained in the previous chapter, the Lemontree website is predominantly operative in nature. 

Its main purpose is to advertise the services offered by the company and to attract new clients. Like 

many advertising texts, however, the Lemontree site actually combines multiple textual functions, 

with informative text playing an important, if subordinate, role. This mix of textual functions is partly 

a characteristic of advertising texts in general, and partly a result of the Internet medium, which 

allows site designers to combine product information, marketing, sales, feedback and more into a 

single instrument: the website. As Robert Sprung notes in the introduction to Translating into 

Success, “the web is blurring the distinctions between traditional documentation categories: 

technical documentation, marketing literature, customer support, etc.” 30 In this chapter, I will focus 

primarily on the Lemontree text’s operative aspects.  

 

Advertising texts 
The Lemontree text is clearly an example of advertising. But what is advertising? Zuzana 

Jettmarová defines it as follows: 

Advertising as communication belongs to promotion activities with the goals to inform, 

persuade and remind. Advertisements can be defined as paid public messages by identified 

sources distributed through nonpersonal (mass) media, primarily designed to promote sales 

of goods and services by drawing public attention, provoking interest, desire and action.31 

In Lemontree’s case, the “paid public messages” are the website contents, which are distributed 

to the public through the Internet medium. Advertising is therefore both the goal of the text and the 

means by which the services on offer are communicated to potential customers.  

Jettmarová’s observation that the goal of advertising is to “inform *and+ persuade” corresponds 

with the informative and operative textual functions defined by Katharina Reiss in her translation-

focused text typology. The operative function tends to dominate, however, as the primary goal of 

advertising is to encourage the receiver to take a specific action: to purchase a particular product or 

service.  

Types of advertising texts 

Jettmarová further distinguishes two main types of advertising: product advertising, designed to 

stimulate the receiver to make a purchase, and institutional advertising, designed to promote an 

institution or company.32 The Lemontree website combines both types—the site is designed not only 

to market particular IT-related products and services, but also to sell an image of the company as an 

innovative, dynamic and professional organization.  

Advertising texts tend to use one of two main techniques to appeal to potential customers: hard 

selling and soft selling. Hard-selling, or objective, techniques rely on facts and appeal to logic and 

reason, while soft-selling, or subjective, techniques rely on “ambiguity, association and 
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connotation.”33 Lemontree again combines both techniques. Much of the information on the website 

consists of product specifications and appeals to logic (“De voordelen van de client/server omgeving 

zijn de hogere snelheid en stabiliteit”), but the text also features subjective language designed to 

appeal to customers’ emotions (“Door de combinatie van geavanceerde technologieën helpt 

Lemontree u in het behalen van uw bedrijfsdoelstellingen”). These emotional appeals can be very 

subtle, and are designed to “help consumers recover covertly communicated assumptions.”34 In the 

previous example, the reference to Lemontree’s ability to help businesses “achieve their objectives” 

is intended to establish a connection in the mind of the reader between Lemontree’s services and 

the success of the reader’s business. In general, however, hard-sell techniques based on facts will 

tend to dominate advertising for functional items such as office equipment, computer programs, and 

other non-luxury goods and services.35 This holds true for the Lemontree website, which is highly 

fact-driven and makes only limited use of emotional soft-sell techniques. 

 

The web as advertising medium 

Advertising is found in nearly every medium imaginable, from print media (newspapers and 

magazines) to audiovisual media (television ads, product placement in movies) to purely auditory 

media (radio ads). Thus far, most of the literature on advertising has focused on these more 

“traditional” types of advertising media, particularly television advertisements and print ads in 

newspapers and magazines. In recent decades, however, the Internet medium has emerged as the 

new advertising frontier. The multimodality of the Internet allows advertisers to combine the 

advantages of the traditional media to create sophisticated new types of advertisements. Because 

the Lemontree text makes use of the Internet medium exclusively, the remainder of this chapter will 

focus specifically on Internet advertising. 

Advertising on the web can take many different forms: banner ads, pop-ups, e-mails (both 

legitimate and unsolicited), sponsored search results, etc. As Anja Janoschka, author of Web 

Advertising, notes, websites as a whole are also “clearly means of advertising. For instance, as 

corporate sites, they promote companies, and as online shops, they advertise products and try to sell 

them. Therefore, it is the complete website that functions as an advertising instrument.”36 Websites 

can thus not only contain advertising language and techniques, but are themselves forms of 

advertising. The authors of a study on the European WEBVERTISING project refer to websites that 

double as advertising instruments as target ads: “the edges of PR and advertising are blurred here, 

because target ads serve manifold purposes like promoting the company’s image, presenting 

products and services, and offering possibilities for contact.” 37 The Lemontree website is a classic 

example of a target ad, in that the site combines multiple textual functions (operative and 

informative), advertising types (product- and institutional ads), advertising techniques (hard- and soft 

selling), and semiotic modes (text, graphics, animations) in order to present a strong advertising 

message that will be as appealing as possible to the desired target audience. 

Websites that serve as advertising instruments tend to take the form of pull ads, which require 

active user participation, as opposed to traditional push ads, which, as their name suggests, push 
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their advertising message onto passive users.38 Pull ads are suitable for customers who are already 

interested in the product or services on offer, whereas push ads tend to bombard users 

indiscriminately in the hope that a few will be interested. Most television, radio and print 

advertisements are push ads, as are some Internet ads, such as pop-ups and banners. These types of 

advertisements are viewed or heard – willingly or unwillingly – by large numbers of people, some of 

whom will respond positively to the ad. Websites such as Lemontree’s, however, are largely pull ads, 

because they are only likely to be visited by people who are already interested in what they have to 

offer. The target audience is therefore self-selecting and plays an active role in acquiring the 

advertising message. 

 

Differences from other media 

While the language used to advertise products and services on the Internet does not differ 

significantly from traditional advertising language39, there are a number of important differences 

between the Internet and traditional advertising media. 

Due to the use of hypertext and links to material found both within the site and externally, 

websites are more complex and interactive than other forms of advertising. They also have the 

potential to present much more detailed and extensive information than a print ad in a newspaper or 

magazine, which are limited in the amount of space available to them. In theory, websites can 

present unlimited amounts of information. In practice, however, while they tend to be more 

extensive than print ads, they are limited by the attention span of the reader. 

Another distinguishing feature of advertising websites is that they tend to feature more text 

than graphics.40 As discussed in the previous chapter, websites are by definition multimodal, and 

depend on the interplay between text, graphics, video, sound and other semiotic modes. When it 

comes to websites that serve as advertising instruments, however, textual aspects tend to dominate. 

The visual and auditory aspects of the site may still play an important role, but they are not generally 

the dominant mode. This is in contrast to traditional television and magazine ads, where images 

dominate and text is often limited to catchy slogans. Well-designed advertising websites include 

larger amounts of text than print ads, and often feature more detailed product information, 

company profiles, contact information and sometimes opportunities for customer feedback and 

testimonials. Because their target audience is self-selecting (pull advertising), websites of this type do 

not have to rely on eye-catching graphics in order to snag readers’ attention.  

The Lemontree website is a clear example of this tendency toward more text-based information 

and fewer graphics. It does feature some graphics in a supporting role (generic smiling people at the 

top of each page, the corporate logo, logos of some of the most important products and customers, 

one pop-up animation), but is generally text-driven. The graphics are fairly neutral and can be used 

for many different target audiences, which means that they do not require modification during the 

translation process. 
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Translating advertising 
Why translate advertising? One answer to this question is offered by George Ho, who has 

proposed a value-driven theory of the translation of advertising materials. In his model, translation 

represents one step in the value chain that leads from the manufacturing of a product to its eventual 

consumption. According to Ho, “professional translators and interpreters should be regarded as 

creators of additional value.”41 

 

 
Diagram based on Ho 222. 

 
The dotted arrows indicate that the translation of marketing materials is optional. Translation is 

not generally necessary to the success of the product, but if undertaken, it expands the market that 

the product can reach and leads to increased sales. Until recently, Lemontree omitted the translation 

step from the value chain because they did not feel equipped to deal with the larger target audience 

an English version of their website would necessarily entail. Sales of the products and services on 

offer by Lemontree were satisfactory, but the company now wants to add a translated version of 

their website to boost sales even further. Seen in this way, translation is an important part of a 

product’s value chain.  

The rise of globalization and the implementation of a standard European-wide currency have 

already led to an increase in the demand for the translation of advertising texts.42 However, despite 

the fact that translation can directly add value to products, very few marketing textbooks devote any 

significant space to the translation of written advertising.43 As a result, while advertisers may 

recognize the need to translate ads into different languages in order to reach a larger audience, they 

seldom realize the complexity of the situation. 

 

Strategies for translating websites 

Companies that want to expand their target audience by creating foreign-language versions of 

their websites have a number of options open to them. Jeremy Munday enumerates three main 

strategies for dealing with ad translation: 

  
1. translate existing campaign as-is 
2. redesign/tailor the campaign to new audience  
3. leave ad in source language44 
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The first of these strategies, translating the existing ad campaign as-is, is relatively inexpensive, 

but risky: the ad may not “work” in a new context. The second option, redesigning the campaign so 

that it better appeals to the target audience, is safer, but expensive and labor-intensive. The third 

option, launching the ad campaign in the source language, is only suitable for high-profile companies 

such as Nike or Coca-Cola, and lays the company open to the charge of linguistic and cultural 

imperialism.45 These three strategies can be slightly modified to better fit our context, that of 

advertising websites. Starting from the assumption of a Dutch-language source text, as is the case 

with the Lemontree website, the first two strategies become: 

1. translate existing website as-is 
2. redesign/tailor the website for foreign audience  

 
These strategies suffer from the same limitations as in Munday’s original model—the first is 

cheap but risky, and the second is safe but expensive. Munday’s third strategy can actually be split in 

two for our purposes: 

3. leave website in Dutch  
4. translate pages for foreign visitors into English only  

 

The third option actually consists of the conscious decision not to translate anything. As an 

advertising strategy, it is non-functional, as little or no communication is possible with target 

audiences who do not speak Dutch. This strategy is the one that Lemontree has traditionally pursued. 

Until recently, Lemontree did not want to have any English-language text on their website because 

they did not feel that they had the resources to handle correspondence in English and were not 

interested in attracting clients from outside the Netherlands. The company used language to 

deliberately exclude segments of their potential target audience that they did not feel equipped to 

deal with.  

Lemontree has since moved on to the fourth web advertising strategy, translating web pages for 

foreign visitors into English only. There are currently enough employees at Lemontree with a 

sufficient knowledge of English to justify offering services in that language. This strategy may seem 

sound, but in fact it forces all non-Dutch speaking visitors to the site to make do with English, which 

they may or may not be comfortable reading. One of Lemontree’s largest customers is the German-

owned corporation ThyssenKrupp Steel. Lemontree corresponds with ThyssenKrupp in English, rather 

than German. At this time, it is felt that corresponding with customers in languages other than Dutch 

and English is too costly and time-consuming. By extension, there are no plans to translate the 

website into languages other than English.  

 

Determining the target audience 

Much of the literature on translating advertisements focuses on tailoring advertisements to the 

target culture and on the challenges of cross-cultural advertising. However, the Lemontree situation 

is somewhat unique, in that the advertising message is not being translated across heterogeneous 

cultures. As explained above, Lemontree has commissioned the company website to be translated 

into English in order to better serve current and future clients within the Netherlands who do not 

speak Dutch. Because Lemontree offers services – primarily technical support – that must be carried 
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out in person, the company is currently not interested in expanding its operations to the 

international market. The translated version of the website is purely intended to help the company 

capture a larger segment of the Dutch market. As such, much of what has been written in the 

literature about tailoring the message to the target audience, and specifically about ensuring that 

text and visuals are appropriate to the target culture, is not applicable to my situation. 

But while Lemontree may not be crossing international boundaries, the English version of the 

site is aimed toward a slightly different target audience. This audience is difficult to define, however, 

as the English website is intended to serve all non-Dutch clients. These clients could theoretically 

come from any culture. As Delia Chiaro notes, the Internet medium only compounds this problem:  

With regard to web translations, while advertisers may well have clear ideas about their 

target audiences, there is no way they can predict who these audiences will actually be, 

since anyone with access to the network may, in principle, access any text.46 

While it may be difficult to define the target audience of the Lemontree site, it is not impossible. 

Lemontree currently provides technical support to a number of British, Canadian and German 

companies within the Netherlands. It is highly likely that other foreign companies with branches in 

the Netherlands might come from one of these three countries. 

Different cultures have different preferences and conventions when it comes to advertising. 

These preferences may or may not mesh with the characteristics of the Dutch source text. The 

following sections will briefly examine culture-specific preferences regarding advertising. 

 

Advertising in the Netherlands 

According to Marieke de Mooij, who has made a detailed study of advertising preferences 

across many different Western and non-Western cultures, Dutch culture is characterized by 

individualism, dislike of authority, and egalitarianism. These cultural traits affect advertising in the 

Netherlands, which tends to avoid hype, expressions of “being the best” and what De Mooij terms 

“power words”, or strong marketing language. Humor is appreciated in Dutch ads, especially when 

used as a leveler.47 

 

Advertising in the UK 

Like the Netherlands, the UK is characterized by individualism and a strong dislike of authority. 

British society is less egalitarian, however, and class differences are still felt. According to De Mooij, 

British advertising makes far greater use of humor and parody than Dutch advertising. Perhaps the 

greatest difference between Dutch and British advertising is the heavy use in British ads of 

persuasive language, appeals to the ego, and direct address (you need this, we offer that, etc).48 

Power words and hype are also more common than in Dutch ads. 

 

Advertising in the US and Canada 

As the Lemontree website will be translated into American English, it is also important to keep 

in mind American and Canadian advertising practices. Lemontree already has one customer from this 
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region – Canadian Helicopter Corporation (CHC), one of their largest customers – and has set its 

sights on a number of other North American companies with headquarters in the Netherlands. 

According to De Mooij, “the American advertising style reflects the assertiveness of its culture. It is 

characterized by the direct approach and competitiveness.”49 American and Canadian 

advertisements make frequent use of catchy taglines and pay-offs. They are prone to overstatement 

and hyperbole, and employ large quantities of power words such as new, improved, the best, etc. The 

hard sell technique tends to dominate advertising in this region, as North Americans place a high 

value on “information on product characteristics… *backed by+ logical, scientific data”.50 Humor is not 

generally appreciated in North American advertising. 

 

Advertising in Germany 

While the translated version of the website will of course be in English, Lemontree has a 

number of German clients, including ThyssenKrupp Steel. For this reason, it makes sense for 

Lemontree to consider the principal characteristics of German advertising when translating their 

website. German advertisements tend to be strongly informative in nature and can be characterized 

as direct, straightforward, and factual. A strong preference for avoiding ambiguity means that 

German advertising generally features little or no use of humor. German society shows a higher 

regard for authority than either Dutch or English-speaking cultures, which means that endorsements 

by experts in a given field are very common in advertisements.51 

 

Finding a style that works  

The fact that the Lemontree website must reach a target audience made up of such disparate 

advertising conventions and preferences would seem to be problematic. However, within the IT field, 

cultural values are not likely to differ dramatically. Beverly Adab notes that when “the source text *is+ 

contextualized within a more international business culture, … fundamental domain-specific values 

may not differ significantly from one target group to the other.” 52 In the case of the IT sector, certain 

techniques, such as hard selling, are more prevalent, while others, such as the use of humor, tend to 

be avoided. With this in mind, I should be able to combine the Dutch, British, North American and 

German advertising styles to find a somewhat more “neutral” style for the Lemontree text that works 

reasonably well for all potential target groups. 

To begin with, the translation should make use of American English spelling, grammar and 

language conventions (as agreed upon with Lemontree in advance). The use of “marketing” language 

and power words can be slightly stronger in the translated text than in the Dutch source text, as 

British and North American audiences are far more tolerant of hype and persuasive language than 

Dutch audiences. However, the translation should take care to avoid the extremes of American 

advertisements in order not to alienate potential clients from Germany, where marketing language 

and power words are less prevalent. 

The translation should avoid the use of humor that is so prevalent in UK advertising, as humor is 

not generally appreciated in North American or German advertising and is not a feature of most IT-

related ads. Both German and North American ads strongly emphasize appeals to logic backed by 
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scientific data and endorsements by experts in the field. It may be useful to incorporate more hard-

selling techniques of this kind and/or to emphasize existing examples within the text where possible. 

In keeping with the functionalist approach advocated by most advertising translators (discussed 

in more detail in Chapter 5), modifications to the text are permissible in order to make the target text 

as appealing as possible to the target audience. While no radical changes are necessary, Lemontree 

may want to emphasize slightly different things in the target text, such as their international 

expertise, their experience in dealing with multinationals, the fact that the helpdesk staff are capable 

of speaking and writing English, etc.  

 

The use of English in Dutch advertising 

One of the most interesting aspects of the Lemontree project is the extensive use of English 

within the Dutch source text. This phenomenon is so widespread in Dutch advertising texts and so 

relevant to the Lemontree text in particular that it merits a brief discussion here before moving on to 

other challenges inherent in the text. 

Studies carried out by Dutch researchers in 1998, 1999 and 2001 found that roughly one third of 

Dutch advertisements made use of English words and phrases.53 In the years since these studies were 

published, this percentage seems to have increased even further. English used in Dutch ads can take 

the form of slogans, product and shop names, songs, dialogue, and more. 

In an article that appeared in the Dutch publication Onze Taal, the authors asked readers to 

submit examples they had collected of English used in Dutch advertising. The form of English they 

encountered most often were slogans – also known as pay-offs – which were often used in otherwise 

Dutch-language ads. A large percentage of the English slogans were highly clichéd, such as “as 

precious as gold”, “in the spotlight”, “on the move”, “simply the best”, etc. The authors suggested 

that advertising copy writers consciously choose to use these types of hackneyed slogans because 

the advertisers believed that Dutch audiences were only capable of understanding simple English 

words combined into familiar, if unoriginal, phrases.54 Whether or not this assumption is correct, this 

pattern of use is followed by the Lemontree website, which features seven rotating English slogans 

printed in large type at the top of each page. Like the slogans in the study, those on the Lemontree 

website are fairly generic and unoriginal: “Need a helping hand?”, “We’ll be there first!”, “We keep 

things going!”, “It’s good to have backup!”, etc. 

 

Why use English? 

The advertising bureaus examined in the studies above cited a number of reasons for their use 

of English in Dutch advertising, the first of which is simple: translation costs money. When 

questioned by the authors of the 1998 Onze Taal article, a number of Dutch advertising bureaus 

justified their use of English by saying that it was cheaper to use existing English slogans, particularly 

if the ad was originally written in English, because “everyone in the Netherlands understands English 

anyway.”55 

Another frequently cited reason for using English was the belief that English gives products a 

young, modern image and imparts them with a certain international flavor.56 This effect may be 
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enhanced by the feeling of belonging that is created when a Dutch consumer recognizes an English 

phrase: “Foreignness has undeniable appeal among certain consumer segments, as the ability to 

grasp foreign concepts and to understand a foreign language is associated with social prestige, or 

because it fosters notions of belonging to a global community.”57 This certainly seems true in the 

world of computers and technology, which features an above-average amount of English-based 

insider terminology. 

One rather cynical reason for the use of English noted by researcher André de Raaij was that 

English can be used to camouflage weak advertising: “inane *Dutch+ advertising slogans suddenly 

seem cleverer in English.”58 This may be one of the forces at work behind the clichéd English slogans 

collected in the later Onze Taal study. Somewhat more charitably, De Raaij also suggested that the 

use of English can help to solve the dilemma of whether to address the reader with the informal 

second person, jij, or the more formal u, as English has only one form of the second-person 

singular.59 This issue will be discussed in more detail later in the chapter. 

 

Problems with English usage 

The greatest drawback to the use of English in Dutch advertising is its potential to inhibit 

understanding. As Marieke de Mooij notes, “the spread of English as a second language tends to be 

overestimated.”60 While three-quarters of Dutch respondents polled in 2001 claimed to speak English 

well enough to carry on a conversation, less than half of Germans and fewer than one-third of French 

respondents said they did. 61 A follow-up study to the 1998 study published in Onze Taal was 

conducted to gauge the degree to which Dutch television viewers understood the English text being 

used in television advertisements. Both young people (ages 15-18) and older viewers (ages 50-57) 

vastly overestimated their comprehension of English in Dutch ads: while 76% of participants claimed 

they would be able to translate the English they heard into Dutch correctly, only 47% of young 

people and 25% of older people were actually able to do so, even when allowing for spelling and 

grammar mistakes.62 These results seem to confirm De Mooij’s conclusion that “English language 

elements in advertising make advertisements less easily understood than those worded purely in 

Dutch.”63  

But how important is it for Dutch audiences to fully understand the English used in Dutch ads? 

The researchers in the above study concluded: “*Dutch+ consumers do not seem to be aware of their 

own lack of comprehension. Besides, advertising is about more than just the accurate transmission of 

a message.”64 Even if consumers do not experience the English-language elements of advertising in 

the way intended by advertisers, they are still being exposed to brand names and logos and may 

emerge with positive feelings or emotions toward a product. 
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Relevance for the Lemontree website 

When it comes to the Lemontree website, the issue is not whether Lemontree should use 

English on the Dutch version of their website; they already have. The real issue is: what effect were 

they trying to create, and how can that same effect be achieved in the translation, if at all?  

Of all the reasons outlined above for using English in a Dutch advertisement – or in this case, on 

the company website, which is itself a form of advertising – the most likely explanation in the 

Lemontree situation is the ability of English to make Dutch texts seem modern, international, and 

cutting-edge. When the page is translated into English, this effect is lost. The translated text cannot 

rely on the “allure” of a foreign language to give it a particular image. Instead, it may be possible to 

emphasize Lemontree’s desired image (young, modern and high-tech) in the translated text by 

alternative means, such as by inserting adjectives that reinforce this image, or by slightly increasing 

the use of high-tech jargon. This subject will be discussed in greater detail in the following chapter. 

 

Other issues 

One of the issues touched on earlier in this chapter is the fact that Dutch has two second-person 

singular forms, whereas English only has one. Munday notes:  

Although this common problem is discussed widely in translation studies, it is absolutely 
crucial in advertising where an inappropriate choice would be both very visible (all the more 
so because adverts are meant to be seen and read repeatedly) and possibly 
counterproductive (if the reader felt insulted to be addressed too informally, or excluded if 
addressed formally).65 
 

The Lemontree case is particularly interesting, in that the text is being translated from a 

language with two second-person singular forms to a language with only one. This would seem to 

simplify the problem, but in fact it is important to consider the source text author’s motives for 

choosing one form above the other – in this case, the formal u – and to find a way to recreate the 

same effect in the translated text. The Lemontree website uses the formal u throughout the website, 

with the exception of the job descriptions, which are not part of the translation assignment. The use 

of the formal second-person form may initially seem to conflict with Lemontree’s desired image of a 

company that is young, fresh and bright, but it may have been a conscious choice intended to 

balance the “freshness” of the lemon motif with a touch of gravity and professionalism. This balance 

can be achieved by other means in English, such as paying close attention to register to ensure that 

the correct tone is used to address the reader. 
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Chapter 4: Technical writing 
 

The previous two chapters discussed what I consider to be the defining aspects of the 

Lemontree text: its use of the Internet medium and its operative function. However, there is one 

final aspect of the text that must be addressed for the sake of completeness: its genre. The 

Lemontree text falls squarely into the genre of technical writing. Because of its subject matter, the 

text necessarily employs specialist language and IT-related terminology. Texts of this sort provide 

many different challenges to the translator, particularly when it comes to correct and consistent use 

of terminology. 

Much has been written on the translation of technical writing from the dominant English-

language discourse into minority languages, such as Dutch. When it involves software, websites, user 

manuals, or other IT-related texts, this process is known as localization; i.e. making an English text 

suitable for a local market. The Lemontree project, however, consists of exactly the opposite process: 

the website was written in a minority language and must be translated into English. The source 

language already borrows heavily from English with regards to terminology. This should theoretically 

make it easier to translate… but does it? 

In this chapter, I will investigate the unique challenges of translating technical texts, focusing 

primarily on terminology. The reason for this focus lies in the fact that the Lemontree text is not 

exclusively technical in nature, but instead combines technical language with the language of 

advertising. However, the text does make extensive use of specialist terminology concerning the IT-

related products and services offered by the company, necessitating a considered approach to 

terminology management.  

 

Language for specific purposes (LSP) 
Technical writing such as the Lemontree text is a form of language for specific purposes, or LSP. 

The Longman Dictionary of Applied Linguistics defines LSP as “languages used for particular and 

restricted types of communication… and which contain lexical, grammatical and other linguistic 

features which are different from ordinary language.”66 LSP is further distinguished from ordinary 

language, or language for general purposes (LGP), by its restriction to specific communicative 

situations and particular audiences. Different specialist fields, such as law, science, medicine and 

engineering, all tend to have their own forms of LSP that are often intelligible only to those within 

the field.  

While it is not limited to any one medium, LSP is primarily found in written discourse. The 

restrictive nature of LSP means that it is particularly suitable for communication among specialists 

who require a level of precision above and beyond what LGP can provide. As such, LSP can be seen as 

“a secret code that shuts out outsiders.”67 However, it can also be inclusive when used in a modified 

form – generally involving the substitution of familiar LGP terms for the more arcane LSP terms – in 

order to allow communication between specialists and non-specialists. Examples of this type of 

specialist-to-layman communication include user manuals for household appliances and package 

inserts for medicines, both of which must be easy to understand in order to avoid potentially 

dangerous misuse. 
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Because LSP and LGP overlap to such a great extent, it is difficult to know exactly where to draw 

the line between them. According to Magnar Brekke, LSP “must be seen as parasitic on its respective 

general purpose language (LGP)… LGP words and structural devices will dominate… even the most 

highly codified and domain-specific text.”68 Indeed, LSP is so firmly embedded in LGP that it would be 

impossible to write a text that was made up exclusively of LSP terms and phrases, as LSP depends on 

the lexical, syntactical and grammatical framework provided by LGP. 

What, then, truly distinguishes LSP from ordinary language? Perhaps the most significant 

difference is the use of terminology. 

 

 Terminology 

According to the Longman dictionary, terminology can be defined as “the special lexical items 

which occur in a particular discipline or subject matter.”69 In other words, terminology consists of the 

terms used by specialists in a given field. These terms make up a standardized vocabulary that allows 

specialists to communicate efficiently and to record and pass on knowledge. Without specialist 

terminology, LSP could not exist. For this reason, Heribert Picht refers to terms as the “central 

bearers of meaning” within any LSP context, providing a kind of nucleus around which phrases, 

sentences and entire paragraphs are spun. 70   

Terms can consist of a single word, such as software, or multiple words strung together, such as 

emergency power supply. Multi-word terms are particularly common in English, which “lacks the 

concatenative word formation mechanisms of the more synthetic Germanic and Romance 

languages… *and therefore+ tends to generate multi-word terms from stems separated by spaces.”71 

In the above example, an English term made up of three separate words, emergency power 

supply, is condensed into a single word in Dutch: noodstroomvoeding. Because multi-word terms can 

be cumbersome, they are often abbreviated or made into acronyms. For instance, the term compact 

disk read-only memory is much more familiar under the name CD-ROM, which is in turn often 

shortened to CD. 

Terms may be unique to LSP contexts, such as sphygmomanometer (a device used to measure 

blood pressure), or they may consist of LGP words that have been “borrowed” and given a specialist 

meaning, such as mouse (a furry rodent vs. a computer input device). It is often difficult to determine 

where the boundary between terms and non-terms lies, due to what Brekke has termed the inherent 

“cognitive fuzziness” of many terms, which causes them to defy unambiguous classification as LSP.72 

An example of this fuzziness can be found in another LGP word that does double-duty as an LSP 

term: migration. The word has a number of meanings, depending on the context: 

Migration: 
1. The movement of people or animals from one place to another. 
2. The movement of one or more atoms from one position to another within a molecule.73 
3. The movement of ions between electrodes during electrolysis.74 
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4. The process of moving a computer system and/or its components from one operating 
environment to another.75 

 
The first definition could be considered the “standard” LGP definition of the word migration, 

while definitions two through four could be considered LSP terms because they carry meanings that 

would only be familiar to someone working in the fields of chemistry or computer science. However, 

the LSP terms do preserve the sense of movement found in the LGP definition, and can therefore be 

said to overlay the LGP definition rather than replace it.  

 

Phraseology 

LSP terms do not exist in a vacuum, but are always embedded in a context. Does a particular 

noun always take a certain verb? Can it be made into an adjective? Is it part of a fixed collocation? As 

mentioned earlier, individual terms form nuclei around which standard phrases and collocations are 

centered. These standard phrases and collocations make up what is known as phraseology. In his 

book on collocations in science writing, Christopher Gledhill defines phraseology as “the preferred 

way of saying things in a particular discourse.”76 Within any group of LSP users, there exist 

preferences regarding word choice, word order, and the use of particular constructions.77 These 

preferences help to shape the phraseology of LSP, resulting in the creation of certain fixed 

expressions and collocations that are understood to be part of the “insider” discourse. The 

implications of phraseology for translators of LSP texts will be discussed later in this chapter. 

 

Technical texts 
The Lemontree text makes use of a special kind of LSP known as language used for scientific and 

technical purposes, or LST. Strictly speaking, LST encompasses both the language used in scientific 

texts (such as journal articles) and that of technical texts (such as product manuals). However, 

because the Lemontree website falls squarely within the realm of technology, I will be focusing 

exclusively on technical texts. Scientific texts have their own unique textual demands such as 

objectivity, passive voice, avoidance of self-reference, etc., which are not generally applicable to 

technical texts and are therefore beyond the scope of this thesis. 

LST in general, and technical writing in particular, is characterized by clear, precise writing and 

economy of expression. As a form of specialist language, LST also makes heavy use of terminology, 

with many terms being further compressed into acronyms. Another feature of LST is the frequent use 

of extra-verbal multimedia such as tables, graphs, diagrams, animations, and even sound files in 

order to supplement the text and ensure effective communication. These types of non-verbal media 

can help make technical texts intelligible to those outside the field, which is crucial as technical texts 

are often intended for non-specialists. User manuals, product descriptions, and software 

documentation are examples of specialist-to-layman technical texts. These texts are typically 

operative or informative in nature and are characterized by an asymmetrical sender/receiver 

relationship with the purpose of knowledge transfer.78 
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A large proportion of technical texts are written for commercial purposes.79 The Lemontree 

website is one such text, combining specialist language on the subject of computers and information 

technology with persuasive language intended to attract potential clients. As discussed in the 

previous two chapters, the Internet provides the ideal medium for this type of hybrid informative-

operative text. 

 

Information technology 

Information technology (IT) is a relatively new sub-field within the broader realm of technology 

that deals specifically with computers. With the rise of the computer in the latter half of the 20th 

century, companies have sprung up specializing in every aspect of information technology: hardware 

and software sales, systems engineering, equipment installation and maintenance, security, web 

design, etc. 

Because these areas of specialization are so recent, specialists in the IT field have been unable 

to draw on Latin and Greek terminological precedents as specialists in fields such as medicine, 

chemistry, and physics have done. As a result, many of the terms used in the IT field tend to be LGP 

words that have been “borrowed” to fit a new context. Examples of this phenomenon include the 

terms memory, program, folder, window, and of course mouse and migration, mentioned above. 

These are only a few of the many LST terms that have arisen from existing LGP words. 

Interestingly, the process of creating LST terms from LGP words also works in reverse. As they 

become more and more familiar, LST terms created by domain experts are constantly being absorbed 

into general language.80 Many words that were unfamiliar only a generation or two ago are now 

commonplace, such as e-mail, blog, laptop, website, wi-fi, etc. 

Recycling LGP words is not the only way of developing new terminology for the IT field, 

however. Even more so than other types of LST, computer terminology is characterized by a large 

number of abbreviations and acronyms, which may themselves function as terms.81 Because English 

is so given to multi-word terms, acronyms provide a useful way of compressing a great deal of 

information into a short, easy-to-remember format. Acronyms for computer terms can be so 

effective that many people use them without realizing what they stand for.82 The following is a 

selection of some of the most common IT-related acronyms, many of which are found on the 

Lemontree website: 

 
ASP Active Server Pages 
CD-ROM Compact Disk Read-Only Memory 
CPU Central Processing Unit 
CSS Cascading Style Sheet 
DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 
FTP File Transfer Protocol 
HTML HyperText Markup Language 
IP Internet Protocol 
ISP Internet Service Provider 
LAN Local Area Network 
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PC Personal Computer 
RAID Redundant Array of Independent Disks 
RTF Rich Text Format 
SQL Structured Query Language 
URL Uniform Resource Locator 
VPN Virtual Private Network 

 
Many of these acronyms have entered the English language as terms in their own right. An 

informal poll of friends and acquaintances showed that while no one was able to identify what the 

letters “URL” stood for, nearly all those polled knew that the term referred to a web address. 

 

The role of English in technical texts 

English is the dominant language in a wide range of domains, including advertising, 

broadcasting, politics, and higher education. Technical language is no exception: English has long 

been the “de facto” lingua franca for LST texts of all kinds, including IT texts. 

Large numbers of people speak English as their first language, most prominently in Great 

Britain, Ireland, the USA, Canada, Australia, South Africa, etc. Many more speak it as a second 

language. English has official or semi-official status in more than seventy countries, including India, 

Singapore, Ghana, Nigeria and Zimbabwe.83 In countries where English does not have any particular 

official status, it is still often one of the priority foreign languages learned by schoolchildren and 

adults taking continuing education classes. As a result, estimates indicate that one-fourth of the 

world’s population is now capable of “useful” communication in English.84  

Because of this widespread familiarity with the English language, it should come as no surprise 

that many IT-related terms in use throughout the world have been borrowed from English. The 

existing dominance of English in the IT field is further reinforced by the fact that many computer 

terms used worldwide are derived from products developed in the English-speaking world. With the 

names they devise for their products, companies such as Microsoft, IBM, Apple, and Cisco have made 

lasting contributions to global IT terminology, a process which continues to this day. 

However, the role of English in the IT field is not limited to terminology; both oral and written 

communication among experts in the field often takes place in English. Product documentation is still 

often written exclusively in English, users of online technical support forums generally communicate 

in English, and many professional conferences are held in English regardless of their location. For 

example, one of the most influential conferences in the IT field today is Microsoft’s TechEd, which is 

held each year in North America, Europe and Asia. All three editions feature presentations by 

technology specialists from around the world, but regardless of the speakers’ native languages, the 

presentations are all given in English. 

As a result of the dominance of the English language within the IT field, a large proportion of the 

world’s engineers, programmers, and software developers now communicate at least some of the 

time in a non-native language. This use of English facilitates international communication, but can 

also impede it—non-native speakers of English are either forced to communicate in a foreign 

language, or to rely on translation. The next section will discuss the issues that arise while translating 

technical texts.  
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Translating technical texts 
The translation of technical texts is a booming industry that has the potential to be very 

lucrative for translators, particularly when compared to other genres such as literary translation.85 

Despite this, however, the translation of technical and scientific texts has traditionally been 

undervalued. Whereas literary translation is seen as requiring creativity and talent, translators of 

technical texts are seen as simply engaged in “plugging in” the correct terminology. The clear, 

concise style of most technical texts is held by some to be much simpler and more straightforward to 

translate than are literary texts with all their rhetorical devices and shades of meaning.86 Michael 

Hann expresses this view in his book, The Key to Technical Translation, explaining that technical 

translation is primarily a question of precision and comprehensibility rather than creativity:  

Contrary to other areas of translation, which permit a certain individuality on the part of 

the linguist with regard to lexicology and style, technical translation is essentially a 

decision-making process involving selection of the correct target-language rendering from 

a number of different, context-dependent alternatives.87 

Hann’s statement portrays technical translation as an almost mechanical activity that can be 

performed by anyone with adequate knowledge of the subject material. In keeping with this notion, 

technical translators are generally “invisible” to the reader, with their names rarely appearing on the 

finished product.  

Javier Franco Aixelá takes issue with this view of technical translation, feeling that it reduces the 

translator to “a linguistic mirror with no special influence on the contents, outlook and effect of the 

published text, as long, of course, as they know their terminology.”88 In fact, technical translation is 

far more complex than is generally recognized. It requires a great deal of sensitivity to the 

phraseology and conventions of the target language. It is not enough to translate terminology 

accurately; the terms must also be used correctly. It can even be argued that the extensive use of 

terminology that supposedly makes technical translation so easy (simply select the correct term and 

plug it in!) actually makes it more difficult than translating literary texts, which tend to be written in 

LGP. As anyone who has done any LSP translating knows, translators confronted with specialist terms 

often spend a great deal of time searching for and managing terminology.  

Regardless of the “prestige factor”, the fact is that many more people are engaged in technical 

translation than literary translation.89 Franco Aixela’s survey of literature on the translation of 

technical texts indicates that while IT translation is currently underrepresented in the literature, work 

on this subject is on the rise due to the ever-growing role of computers in our society, as well as the 

emergence of localization. 

 

Successful technical translation 

In their article on English-Spanish technical translation, Sylvia Montero-Martinez et al. set out 

three main requirements for translators of technical texts. These are: 
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1. a clear comprehension of the source language 
2. knowledge of the subject, supported by access to reliable sources of the latest 

information 
3. the skills necessary to write on the discipline like an expert.90  

 
While the authors focused solely on technical translation, these criteria could just as easily apply 

to any type of LSP translation. The first criterion is fairly straightforward – it seems obvious that the 

translator must fully understand the source text in order to translate it! However, much technical 

translation, particularly translation from major languages into minority languages, is done by people 

with only a limited grasp of the source- and target languages. One has only to look at an appliance 

user manual that has been translated into multiple languages to see that not all the language 

versions will be of equal quality. 

The second criterion, knowledge of the subject, is also crucial to successful translation. 

Background knowledge helps to ensure accurate terminology usage. Technical translators with a 

background in the field may already be familiar with the correct target language terminology, or may 

at least be aware of resources that can help them locate target language terms. The “reliable sources 

of the latest information” stipulated by the authors can include not only written reference materials, 

but also access to a specialist in the field whom the translator can consult to discuss any questions 

that may arise during the translation process. 

The third criterion, the skills necessary to write like an expert, is perhaps the most crucial. While 

the translator may not actually be an expert in the discipline, he or she must be able to write like 

one. This means not only using the correct terminology, but also being well-versed in the language 

conventions of the target language in that particular field. Montero-Martinez et al. posit that 

technical translations are successful only if they are “classified as a valid translation by the experts 

and receptors of the text.”91 Ultimately, the translation must function in the target culture as a piece 

of specialist literature, which it can only do by meeting target readers’ expectations of texts within 

that field. 

 

Translating terminology 

As discussed above, technical texts are characterized by their extensive use of terminology, 

ranging from single words to complex multi-word terms to acronyms. Much of the difficulty of 

translating technical texts involves locating the correct translation for these specialist terms, 

particularly in minority languages where the terms are not yet well-established.  

José Medina notes that many English-language computer terms, particularly acronyms, tend to 

enter foreign languages without undergoing any kind of modification. The most common way of 

dealing with English acronyms is to use the original English form preceded by a definite or indefinite 

article, regardless of whether the letters stand for the same thing in the target language.92 Medina 

provides examples of English technical acronyms used across many languages, including PC, RAM, 

WWW, URL, CD-ROM, POP3, etc. In the case of the Lemontree website, many of the Dutch source 

text terms were also taken directly from English and are used in their original forms. Examples 

include not only many of the acronyms cited by Medina, but also e-mail, desktop management, 

managed hosting, firewall, virus updates, etc. 
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Another common strategy translators use for dealing with technical terminology is calquing, or 

loan translation. Calques are foreign words that have been incorporated into a language by means of 

literal, word-for-word translation. Examples of accepted English-to-Dutch calques that have been 

used on the Lemontree website include: serveromgeving (server environment), randapparatuur 

(peripheral devices), applicatiehosting (application hosting), and backuppen (to make a back-up).  

While calquing can be a conscious strategy on the part of a technical translator, it also tends to 

happen “naturally” as non-translators within the IT field communicate across language barriers, 

improvising their own translations when faced with new terms. According to Medina, this process, 

along with time constraints faced by translators and their familiarity with existing terms in the source 

language, ensures that calquing is inevitable in technical translation.93 It is a very productive strategy 

that leads to term formation in languages that lack specialist IT terminology. 

 

Challenges 

The two strategies for dealing with terminology discussed above—leaving terms in their original 

form and employing calques—seem to be more relevant for technical translation out of the 

dominant English-language discourse and into a minority language, such as Dutch. But as mentioned 

earlier, the Lemontree project involves exactly the opposite process. Does this mean that the 

Lemontree text should be easier to translate due to its use of terminology derived from English? 

The answer is: yes and no. While many of the terms used on the Lemontree website already 

seem to be in English, it is important to make sure that the terms are actually used in the same way 

in both languages. Many English-looking terms used in Dutch are not, in fact, used in English. These 

terms are known as “pseudo-Anglicisms”. For example, the device known in Dutch as a beamer is 

actually called a projector in English, and Dutch PowerPoint sheets are known as PowerPoint slides in 

English.94 Dutch-to-English technical translators must be careful not to assume that English-looking 

words can simply be left as they are. 

Calques can be especially tricky, as the “reflex” translation is not always the correct one. For 

example, the Dutch term randapparatuur is a calque based on the English term peripheral devices. A 

certain degree of familiarity with English technical terms should lead a Dutch-to-English translator to 

determine that rand- refers to peripheral. But what to do with -apparatuur? It is tempting to 

translate apparatuur as equipment or hardware (two of the suggestions given by the Van Dale NL-EN 

dictionary), but this would be incorrect. Only by consulting a technical dictionary or other reference 

work can the translator determine that randapparatuur corresponds to peripheral devices and not to 

peripheral equipment. 

Above all, it is important to remember that successful LST translation requires more than simply 

locating the correct terminology; that terminology must also be used correctly. This is not always as 

straightforward as it sounds. As Heribert Picht put it, “the Achilles heel of the operation remains the 

creation of the appropriate LSP environment for the term in the target language.”95 In order to 

achieve natural-sounding target language phrasing, translators must have access to examples of 

terms used in the correct context. Such examples can be difficult to find, as most reference materials 

such as dictionaries and glossaries do not include sufficient phraseological information. This issue will 

be discussed in the following section.  
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Tools and resources for technical translators 

 

Specialist dictionaries 

Specialist dictionaries can be an invaluable resource for technical translators struggling with LST 

terminology. Both monolingual and bilingual dictionaries are generally sorted alphabetically by 

keyword, making it easy to locate the correct term. Electronic versions are particularly easy to search 

and can be used anywhere if installed on a portable computer such as a laptop. One example of a 

bilingual technical dictionary for Dutch-English translators is Sdu’s Groot Polytechnisch Woordenboek 

EN-NL/NL-EN, which is available both in hardback form and on CD-ROM.  

 Despite their many advantages, however, paper dictionaries and CD-ROMs have a number of 

major drawbacks, the foremost of which being the fact that they go out of date very quickly. Years 

may pass between editions, which causes printed materials to lag behind when it comes to the fast-

paced world of information technology. Second, most specialist dictionaries are very term-oriented 

and do not contain adequate phraseological information. 

 

Corpora 

For examples of how to use terms correctly, translators must turn to corpora. Corpora are large 

collections of texts that are stored in digital form. They may consist of texts from a specific domain, 

or may be more general in nature. Corpora may be monolingual, bilingual or even multilingual. A 

particularly useful kind of bilingual/multilingual corpus is the parallel corpus (also known as the 

translation corpus), which consists of texts that have been translated into one or more languages and 

aligned with one another.96 

The main advantage of corpora is the fact that they allow translators to search for examples of 

how certain words and terms are used in context. This helps translators to make more informed 

decisions not only about phraseology, but also about the terms themselves. Federico Zanettin 

highlights the advantages of parallel corpora, in particular: 

Parallel corpora can provide information that bilingual dictionaries do not usually contain. 

They can not only offer equivalence at the word level, but also non-equivalence, i.e. cases 

where there is no easy equivalent for words, terms or phrases across languages.97 

Because they are structured around the principle of providing lexical equivalents, bilingual 

dictionaries can be of little or no help in cases where there is no direct equivalent for a term in 

another language. A parallel corpus, however, can allow the translator to gain insight into how other 

translators have dealt with the problem of non-equivalence.  

Translators can assemble “do-it-yourself” corpora by locating and storing texts locally. The 

Internet is a massive source of electronic texts, though care must be taken to select quality texts 

from reliable sources.98 Rather than invest the effort to assemble their own corpus, translators can 

also make use of various online corpora. Websites that have multiple language versions can serve as 

a kind of ready-made parallel corpus. For instance, most documents located on the website of the 
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European Union (http://europa.eu/) are written in at least three languages: English, French, and 

German. Many documents are also available in the other officially-recognized EU languages. Users 

can switch between the different language versions of a particular webpage or document by clicking 

a button at the top of the screen, and can sometimes even compare language versions side-by-side. 

Because the texts are perfectly parallel, they are useful both for locating terminology and for gaining 

insight into how to use terms in context. The online encyclopedia Wikipedia (http://wikipedia.org/) is 

another example of a useful (semi-)parallel corpus. Entries on a particular subject are always linked 

to any available corresponding entries in other languages. A translator looking to find the English 

equivalent of a Dutch term could look the subject up in Dutch, then follow the link to the 

corresponding English entry. 

Technical translators may find generalized corpora such as the EU website and Wikipedia 

helpful, but it is important to also have access to domain-specific corpora. One particularly useful 

corpus for translators dealing with IT texts is the website of the Microsoft Corporation. Users can 

select one of 99 customized versions of the website based on their location and preferred language. 

While the different language versions are not always perfectly parallel – many of them have been 

localized, rather than strictly translated, meaning that the content and form of the websites is not 

always the same across all versions – they still provide a valuable resource for translators in search of 

IT-related terminology. The website can be searched like a corpus by locating a page on a certain 

subject, then switching to another language version for a discussion of that same subject in another 

language.  

Technical translators in search of corpora are not limited to particular websites, however. The 

Internet itself also serves as a giant corpus. Search engines such as Google (www.google.com) can be 

used to sift through billions of different web pages to find particular information. This allows the 

Internet to be used in the same way as a monolingual corpus: translators can check the context 

surrounding a term in order to ensure correct usage. Using a search engine to filter results from web 

pages is faster and easier than building up a do-it-yourself corpus, but because the translator has no 

control over the contents of the web, it is not as precise or as reliable.99 Anyone can post anything 

online, which means that translators must exercise caution when using Google search results as a 

guide to correct usage. 

 

CAT tools 

Special computer programs known as Computer-Assisted Translation (CAT) tools can also be a 

great help when it comes to translating and managing terminology. CAT tools can take many 

different forms, but they generally work by creating and storing a translation memory (TM), a kind of 

bilingual parallel corpus that is gradually built up as the translator translates a particular text. As he 

or she encounters words and phrases that have been translated previously, these may appear on the 

computer screen for the translator to use as a reference. This helps to ensure consistent use of 

terminology and phraseology.  

Some programs also contain an integrated terminology management system that allows 

translators to enter terms into a glossary, along with any notes or context information they may wish 

to include. Both translation memories and glossaries can generally be shared among multiple users, 

increasing their usefulness, particularly when used on large translation projects or within larger 
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translation agencies. Some of the more well-known CAT tools include SDL Trados, Wordfast and Déjà 

vu. 

While the general advantages and disadvantages of CAT tools fall outside the scope of this 

thesis, when it comes to terminology, one major disadvantage is the fact that translation memories 

only contain what translators themselves have put into them. This makes them useful for ongoing 

projects, when the TM has grown to become a large corpus containing many examples to draw from, 

but means that TMs are not particularly helpful when starting a new project on a different topic. 

 

Tools relevant to the Lemontree website 

I will be translating the Lemontree website using the CAT tool known as Wordfast. I chose this 

program above the others due to my familiarity with it, though any of the other major CAT tools 

would have been equally suitable. The use of Wordfast will allow me to keep track of terms as I find 

them, and will help ensure consistency across the text.  

Because I will be creating a new translation memory for this project, I will not be able to draw 

on previously translated segments for help in translating the text. Instead, I will have to rely on 

specialist dictionaries and online corpora to help me locate the correct terminology and provide 

context information. Once I have located the terms, however, the glossary function within Wordfast 

will provide an excellent method for managing them. 

The translation process itself will be discussed in greater detail in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 5: Translating the Lemontree website 
 

Before the actual translation process can begin, there are a number of important preliminary 

steps that must take place. This chapter focuses on the most important of these steps: coming to 

clear agreements between client and translator (the “translation brief”), and locating potential 

translation problems by means of a translation-focused text analysis. Together, these two steps will 

help to ensure that the translation process unfolds smoothly. 

 

Translation brief 
In the previous chapters, I highlighted the importance of ensuring that client and translator are 

in agreement regarding the assignment and the tasks that the translator is expected to complete. 

Both parties must make clear their expectations before work is begun. This set of agreements and 

instructions negotiated between the client and the translator is referred to by Christiane Nord as the 

“translation brief.”100  

In the case of website translation, Peter Sandrini notes that “it is advisable to specify the client’s 

purpose of the new website explicitly and have it documented in a translation brief at the very 

beginning of the project. Included in the briefing should be the client and her/his organization, [as 

well as] the management and/or marketing staff.”101 In my case, I discussed the translation brief with 

one of the directors of Lemontree Outsourcing during a telephone conversation and in a number of 

e-mails.  

 

The Lemontree Translation brief 

All pages of the website are to be included in the translation, with the exception of the job 

openings. The company requires that all job applicants be able to read and write Dutch and therefore 

does not see the need to translate information on job openings into English. 

Lemontree initially expressed a preference for British English; however, after some deliberation 

it was decided that American English would be more appropriate, as the company has already used 

American spelling and word choice for the English terms featured in the Dutch source text. Examples 

include “Lemontree Events Program”, which uses the American spelling “program” rather than the 

British “programme”, and the phrase "No need for bullhorns!”, which uses the American “bullhorn” 

rather than the British “megaphone” or “loudhailer”. Furthermore, American English dominates the 

IT sector due to the prevalence of products manufactured by American companies such as Microsoft 

and Cisco. At present, Lemontree has no customers in the UK and no plans to expand their services 

into that country. With no particular reason to insist upon British English, all parties agreed that the 

translation would make use of American spelling and punctuation. 

 The company would prefer to add the English text to the website themselves, so my 

assignment was to deliver the translation in the form of a Microsoft Word document. The employee 

responsible for maintaining the website would use this document to add the English texts to the 

website at a later date. I would therefore not be required to work within the HTML tags of the target 

text or to adapt the website code in any way. Neither was I responsible for changing internal links to 
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point to the correct pages, as Lemontree had not yet decided whether to purchase a new domain for 

the English version of the website (which would make the URL for the English site 

http://www.lemontree.com) or whether to add the English pages onto the Dutch domain 

(http://www.lemontree.nl/en). However, it was agreed that I would mark hyperlinks in yellow so that 

those working on the website would immediately see where the links were located in the text.  

I also agreed to strive to ensure that labels for buttons and graphics would be approximately the 

same length in the source text as in the target text. Length was deemed to be less crucial for the 

body texts, which can be longer or shorter without disrupting the site design. 

In addition to translating the text of the website, it was agreed that I would provide Lemontree 

with a glossary of Dutch IT terms and their English translations for use in future additions to the 

website and in writing e-mails and proposals for their non-Dutch clients.  

 

Text analysis 
Once translator and client have settled on a translation brief, the translator can begin to 

consider how best to approach the translation process itself. It is important to have a clear idea of 

the strategy and methods that are appropriate to the text in question. One excellent way of 

accomplishing this is to submit the source text to a translation-oriented text analysis aimed at 

locating potential translation problems. This allows the translator to devise a coherent strategy for 

dealing with these problems before starting the translation process, hopefully ensuring a more 

consistent end result. 

 

Functionalist approach 

After some deliberation, I decided that the most appropriate theoretical framework for an 

analysis of the Lemontree text and for the translation process itself would be a functionalist 

approach. Functionalist theory states that the translation process should be guided by the function of 

the target text. This approach was first proposed by Katharina Reiss in the 1970s102 and was later 

elaborated on by Hans Vermeer, who referred to this principle as the skopos rule.103 

The functionalist approach is well-suited to advertising translation. According to Karen Smith, 

“translation theory suggests that advertisements, as commercial texts written to persuade, should be 

translated in such a way that the target text functions within the target culture as though it were an 

original.”104 In other words, the translated advertisement should still function effectively as an 

advertisement: an instrument to increase sales of a given product or service. Individual cultural 

groups have their own ingrained preferences regarding advertising discourse. Unless “foreignness” is 

a desired attribute within the target culture, translators of advertising texts should “erase signs of 

foreignness from discourses [and] inscribe domestic preferences that facilitate processing and 

persuasion.”105 The resulting text should be indistinguishable from an original, non-translated text by 

the target audience. This is exactly what Lemontree desires from my translation, hence my decision 

to pursue a functionalist approach. 
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Analytical method  

For the purposes of my source text analysis, I have chosen to use an analytical method 

developed by Christiane Nord, another key figure in the development of functionalist theory. 

Nord admits that textual analysis of the source text “might appear superfluous” to a translator taking 

a functionalist approach.106 For this reason, she specifies that the source text analysis should be 

“translation-oriented”. When analyzing the source text (ST), the translator should compare its 

function to the prospective function of the target text (TT), “identifying and isolating those ST 

elements which have to be preserved or adapted in translation.”107 

Nord’s model of translation-oriented text analysis involves first answering a number of 

questions about the ST that are designed to provide a clear profile of the text. The TT situation is 

then analyzed on the basis of the same criteria. A comparison of the ST and TT profiles will show 

where the two texts differ. These differences can lead to potential translation problems.  

It is important to note here that Nord makes a distinction between translation difficulties and 

translation problems. Translation difficulties are subjective and have to do with the competence of 

the individual translator and the specific conditions under which he or she is working (time 

constraints, insufficient resources, unclear assignment, etc).108 These difficulties, while important, fall 

outside the scope of the translation-oriented text analysis. According to Nord, the purpose of the 

translation-oriented text analysis is to locate potential translation problems, which are objective in 

nature and are encountered by every translator, regardless of their level of competence. These 

problems arise from differences between the functions of the ST and the TT. Examples of potential 

translation problems include culture-specific terms, references to time and place, proper names, 

forms of address, text-typological conventions, and wordplay such as alliteration or puns. 109 

According to Nord, many translation errors are due to translators’ failure to identify potential 

translation problems.110 As the identification of translation problems is one of the primary goals of 

translation-oriented text analysis, translators who have performed thorough text analyses should 

theoretically be less prone to errors, leaving aside the issue of individual translator competence. 

For the purposes of this thesis, I will be using a modified version of Nord’s model, which takes 

the form of a series of “WH-questions”:  

 

Who transmits 
 to whom 
 what for 
 by which medium 
 where 
 when 
 why 
    a text 
 with what function? 
 
On what subject matter does s/he say 
 what 
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 (what not) 
 in what order 
 using which non-verbal elements 
 in which words 
 in what kinds of sentences?111 
 

These questions are divided into extratextual factors (the first set) and intratextual factors (the 

second set). Together, the WH-questions and their answers present a comprehensive view of the 

communicative situations of the ST and the TT.  

In the following section, I will answer each of these questions for both the source text and the 

target text, then compare the results. The resulting differences should serve as “red flags”, alerting 

me to potential translation problems. By considering how to deal with these problems before 

beginning my translation, I hope to simplify the translation process somewhat and produce a 

translation that is internally consistent. 

 

 

Source text analysis 

Who transmits 

The actual text producer is not identified, leaving the receiver with no background information 

about the writer’s age, education, status, etc. Instead, the sender role is filled by an anonymous, 

generalized voice representing Lemontree Outsourcing, a Dutch company that provides IT services to 

other businesses. In this regard, the sender can be supposed to be an expert in the field of IT. 

To whom 

The primary intended recipients of the ST are small-to-medium sized businesses looking for an 

IT service provider. Because the text is written exclusively in Dutch, the audience is restricted to 

those with a working knowledge of the Dutch language. In practice, this means that only businesses 

located in the Netherlands are likely to be interested in receiving the message transmitted by the 

website. The ST uses a great deal of IT-related terminology, indicating that the receiver is expected to 

have a certain amount of background knowledge. However, many of the terms are also explained 

using LGP, a sign that the text is not intended for IT specialists. 

The ST also has a secondary recipient: Dutch IT professionals who are looking for a job. The 

portion of the site located under the “Vacatures” tab is geared toward this audience. 

What for 

The intention of the sender is to convince the receiver to choose Lemontree above other IT 

service providers. As such, the ST is primarily operative in nature, with extensive use of persuasive 

language. The text also contains informative elements, many of which serve to bolster the 

advertising claims made. 

By which medium 

The medium used by the ST is the Internet, a medium characterized by nonlinearity, 

multimodality and interactiveness. The Lemontree website, like many advertising websites, is 
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primarily text-driven, with graphics and color playing a supporting role. The use of the Internet as 

medium theoretically allows the text to reach a wide audience. However, the site is located in the .nl 

domain, which will tend to limit that audience to those living in the Netherlands. In keeping with this, 

the ST is written in the Dutch language only.  

Where 

The ST was produced and transmitted in the Netherlands. This is evident not only from the 

contact information located on the website, which indicates that Lemontree is located in the Dutch 

town of Alphen aan den Rijn, but also from the .nl domain and the exclusive use of Dutch on the 

website.  

The intended receivers of the ST are also located in the Netherlands. As mentioned earlier, the 

.nl domain and the use of the Dutch language will serve to limit the audience to Dutch companies 

and Dutch job-seekers. Furthermore, telephone numbers are given in Dutch format without any 

international calling codes, and the company’s address does not specify “The Netherlands”, as 

potential customers/job applicants are presumably also located in the Netherlands. 

When 

The dimension of time plays only a small role in the ST. A number of dated news items are 

featured on the front page, but the remainder of the text is not explicitly time-dependent. However, 

the subject material, cutting-edge IT technology, leads readers to expect a text that is reasonably up-

to-date and written in a modern style. 

Why 

The motive for producing the ST is to advertise the services offered by Lemontree Outsourcing 

and thereby attract new customers and/or job applicants. The website serves as the “public face” of 

the company. 

With what function 

As an advertising text, the ST is predominantly characterized by an operative or persuasive 

textual function, with some informative elements.  

On what subject matter 

The ST belongs to the genre of technical texts. This is immediately apparent from the Lemontree 

logo at the top right of the screen, which bears the caption “Refreshing ICT”. Other headings on the 

home page include “IT-Outsourcing”, “Server/Netwerk beheer”, “Desktop management”, “Server-

based Computing”, etc. These clues immediately signal the reader that the text is technical in nature. 

The subject material is not bound to any one cultural context, though it does make heavy use of 

terminology that originates from English. 

What 

The content of the ST is relatively thematically coherent. The majority of the website deals with 

specific products and services offered by Lemontree, such as IT infrastructure design, consultancy, 

outsourcing, staffing, etc. While these pages necessarily contain different information, they share the 

same extratextual factors (sender, receiver, intention, motive, function, etc.) and roughly the same 

subject matter.  

Several of the pages within the site, however, are devoted to job openings. The content of these 

pages is very different from the rest of the website.  
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What not 

The ST sender presupposes that the receiver is familiar with semi-advanced IT terminology such 

as “remote installation server”, “active directory”, “managed hosting”, etc. Many of these terms are 

not explained in the text. As such, we can deduce that the ST is intended to be read by new and 

existing customers who already know what they are looking for and are at least somewhat 

conversant in the specialist language used by the ST sender. 

The ST sender also presupposes that the receiver is located in the Netherlands, as the text does 

not contain any specific references to the Netherlands. 

In what order 

Taken as a whole, the ST is an independent, self-contained text which occupies a unique address 

in cyberspace and is not embedded in or subordinate to any other text. In keeping with the 

conventions of the Internet medium, the ST is further segmented into a series of interconnected, yet 

independently readable texts with no fixed reading order. The highest-ranking structure within the 

text is comprised by the navigation menus running along the top of the screen and down the left-

hand side. This text is marked by optical signals in the form of orange highlighting. The next level is 

occupied by the content of individual pages, which is restricted to certain parts of the screen (the 

main reading window). This method of structuring the text is consistent with the conventions of the 

Internet medium. 

Using which non-verbal elements 

As is typical of the Internet medium, the ST makes extensive use of non-verbal elements. The 

most attention-grabbing of these are the graphics, such as corporate logos, photographs of smiling 

people, and animated buttons that flash back and forth between text and image. Other non-verbal 

elements are more subtle, such as the use of color to indicate the presence of interactive hypertext. 

When the mouse pointer is placed over a hyperlink, the link changes from grey to orange to indicate 

to the receiver that the text is “clickable”. Color is also used to emphasize the verbal message of the 

text—bright orange and green underscore the “fresh”, modern feel that the company strives to 

project. These non-verbal elements work together with the text to form a cohesive whole. 

In which words 

The ST is made up of a combination of highly persuasive advertising language and semi-

specialist technical language. In keeping with the conventions for these text types in the Netherlands, 

the text makes little use of humor, figures of speech or other stylistic markers. The register is slightly 

informal but still professional, with the reader being addressed using the more formal second-person 

u rather than the informal jij. Terminology, much of which is derived from English, dominates the 

text.  

In addition to the English origin of much of the terminology used in the ST, English is also used in 

many of the slogans and headings to give the text extra “allure” and make it seem more modern, 

international, and cutting-edge. Examples include the button advertising the “Lemontree Events 

Program” and the rotating graphics at the top of the page bearing slogans such as “We look at things 

differently” or “Need a helping hand?”. 

In what kinds of sentences 

The grammar of the ST is somewhat dictated by the Internet medium, which demands relatively 

short and uncomplicated sentences, active verbs, and direct address of the reader. The Lemontree 
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text generally follows these guidelines, though a large portion of the text is written in the third 

person, and there are still a number of passive constructions found in the.  

The ST contains a number of spelling errors and is extremely inconsistent when it comes to 

capitalization. 

 

 

Target text analysis 

Who transmits 

 Same as ST. 

To whom 

The primary intended recipients of the TT are different from those of the ST. While the ST was 

intended for a Dutch audience, the TT is intended to be read by Lemontree’s existing English-

speaking customers as well as potential customers among multinational corporations that have 

offices in the Netherlands. Lemontree currently has several customers with head offices based in 

Canada and Germany, and seeks to attract other corporations located in the Netherlands that have 

head offices in these countries, as well as the United States and Great Britain.  

The TT will omit the “Vacatures” portion of the site featuring job openings, as Lemontree is not 

interested in hiring employees who cannot read Dutch. Potential job applicants are therefore not 

among the intended recipients of the TT. 

What for 

Same as ST. 

By which medium 

The use of the Internet medium and the features of this medium are the same for both the ST 

and the TT. However, the TT will most likely be located in a different domain 

(http://www.lemontree.com), which immediately opens up the text to a wider audience. 

Where 

The place of text production is the same for both the ST and the TT; both were produced and 

transmitted in the Netherlands. However, the place of text reception may differ for the two texts. 

While Lemontree do not wish to take on customers located abroad, they hope to attract 

multinational corporations with offices in the Netherlands. As such, the TT will be read by people 

from outside the source culture who live in the Netherlands, or perhaps even by people outside the 

Netherlands who have decision-making power over the Dutch branch of their company.  

When 

Same as ST. 

Why 

This aspect of the TT does not differ significantly from the ST, other than that the TT lacks the 

motive of attracting job applicants. 

With what function 

Same as ST. 

http://www.lemontree.com/
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On what subject matter 

Same as ST. 

What 

This aspect of the TT does not differ significantly from the ST, other than that the TT does not 

include any content relating to job openings. 

What not 

The level of familiarity with IT terminology presupposed by the sender is the same for both the 

ST and the TT. The ST sender’s expectation that the receiver is located in the Netherlands, however, 

does not carry over to the TT. The TT sender cannot make any presuppositions about the location of 

the receiver. 

In what order 

Same as ST. 

Using which non-verbal elements 

Same as ST. 

In which words 

Like the ST, the TT is comprised of advertising language and semi-specialist technical language 

and makes little use of humor, figures of speech or other stylistic markers. Terminology also features 

prominently in both texts.  

The TT should also strive for roughly the same register as the ST: informal yet professional. 

However, the means by which the TT must accomplish this goal are different from those used by the 

ST. Unlike Dutch, which has both formal and informal second-person singular forms, English has only 

you. The TT cannot, therefore, rely on forms of address to achieve the correct register. 

The ST made moderate use of English in order to lend the text a modern, high-tech feel. This 

effect will be lost in the TT, which will be written entirely in English. It will therefore be necessary for 

the TT to find alternative means of creating this same feel. 

In what kinds of sentences 

The conventions of the Internet medium do not differ significantly between the source language 

and the target language. In both Dutch and English, web texts tend to be shorter and more concise 

than texts for other media, as well as more active and direct. Despite this, the ST occasionally makes 

unnecessary use of impersonal or passive constructions. These constructions are undesirable in the 

TT.  

Because not all of the TT receivers can be expected to come from English-speaking countries, it 

is also important for the TT to use clear, easy-to-understand English and avoid unusual constructions 

or idioms. 

 

 

Potential translation problems 
As explained above, the purpose of the translation-oriented text analysis is to uncover the 

differences between the communicative situations of the ST and the TT, which can in turn indicate 

potential translation problems. In this section, I will discuss the most important differences brought 
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to light by the analyses in the previous section and the implications these differences have for my 

translation. 

 

The receiver 

Perhaps the most significant difference between the ST and the TT concerns the texts’ intended 

receiver (the “to whom” question). Nord emphasizes that “the receiver is considered to be a very 

important, if not the most important, factor” in the analysis.112 This was borne out by my own 

analysis, which showed a major difference between the intended receiver of the ST, Dutch IT 

companies located in the Netherlands, and that of the TT, multinational companies based in the 

Netherlands. While the ST receiver is clearly defined, the TT receivers could come from almost 

anywhere, with their only unifying factor being their lack of comprehension of Dutch (otherwise 

there would be no need to translate the ST). Even the level of English comprehension among TT 

receivers cannot be assumed to be homogeneous, as the text is intended to serve all non-Dutch 

audiences and may therefore be read by native English speakers and non-native speakers alike. As a 

result, it is vital that the English TT is clearly and concisely written and does not contain idioms that 

would be difficult for non-native speakers of English to understand.  

Furthermore, from a marketing point of view, the difference between the ST and TT receivers 

means that it would be prudent to modify the TT to emphasize Lemontree’s expertise in dealing with 

multinational corporations and ability to communicate in English, neither of which features 

prominently in the ST. These modifications will help the TT to better achieve its intended function of 

persuading multinational corporations to choose Lemontree as their IT service provider. 

 

Where 

The problem of the receiver is related to a second difference between the ST and the TT, the 

place of communication (the “where” question). Regarding this question, Nord explains that “the 

dimension of space refers not only to the place of text production… but also… to the place of text 

reception.”113 In the case of the Lemontree text, it is the place of reception that differs between the 

two texts. While the intended receiver of the ST is presumably located in the Netherlands, the TT 

may be read by people from outside the source culture. As noted in the target text analysis under 

“what not”, this means that the TT sender cannot make any presuppositions about the location of 

the receiver. One consequence of this is the need to “internationalize” all contact information in the 

TT. Telephone numbers must be modified to include international calling codes, and the postal and 

visiting addresses should be changed to include “The Netherlands”. Place names found in the 

Lemontree text, such as Brielle, should be specifically identified as being located in the Netherlands 

(if relevant), as people from outside the country cannot be expected to be familiar with them.  

Nord goes on to note that “the dimension of space is of particular importance where languages 

exist in various geographical varieties.”114 The language of the TT, English, does indeed exist in 

numerous geographical varieties. Lemontree chose to use American English, as this particular variety 

of English currently dominates the IT field. The translation must therefore make consistent use of 

American English spelling and punctuation. However, in cases where American English usage could 

prove confusing for a non-American audience, the “receiver problem” described above demands that 
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the translator choose a more internationally-oriented word or phrase. One somewhat trivial example 

within the Lemontree text is the word “voetbal”: should it be translated as “soccer”, as is correct in 

American English, or as “football”, which is the term used by the rest of the world? 

 

Lexis and syntax 

The final significant difference between the ST and the TT that was brought to light by the 

analyses concerns the lexis and syntax of the two texts (the questions “in which words?” and “in 

what kinds of sentences?”). While both texts make use of language from the domains of advertising 

and technology, there are some subtle differences in the way these issues are handled in each of the 

texts. For instance, the Dutch ST is sprinkled with English words and phrases, lending the text a 

modern, high-tech feel and reinforcing Lemontree’s image as a young, dynamic company on the 

cutting edge of the IT sector. As the TT will be written entirely in English, alternative means will have 

to be found for recreating this same effect. The simplest solution to this potential problem would be 

to make the company’s desired image more explicit, such as by inserting adjectives that reinforce it, 

or by slightly increasing the use of marketing language and/or high-tech jargon. For example, the ST 

introduces a particular product, Fit-to-Position, as “De online performance en competence 

management software.” This is not a particularly inspiring description, but can easily be made more 

appealing by describing it as “the latest in online… software” or “the premier online… software”. 

These changes do not affect the content of the ST, but do help to achieve the same tone. 

Another lexis-related translation problem uncovered by the translation-oriented text analyses 

concerns the effect of the forms of address used in the ST on the register of the two texts. In the ST, 

the reader is addressed using the formal second-person u. Though Lemontree’s desired image is of a 

company that is young, fresh and bright, the use of the formal u lends the ST an air of gravity and 

professionalism that might otherwise be undermined by the bright colors and the “freshness” of the 

lemon motif. As English lacks the distinction made in Dutch between the formal u and the informal jij, 

the desired balance between freshness and professionalism must be achieved in the TT by other 

means. There is no one-size-fits-all solution for this particular translation problem, but rather a 

combination of techniques that together can achieve the same result. For example, deliberately 

avoiding the use of contractions such as “we’re” and “don’t” can make the text seem slightly more 

formal. When faced with a number of alternative translations for a particular word or phrase, the 

translator can consciously choose the version that belongs to a higher register. These techniques can 

also be combined with other translation transformations, such as making the text more general or 

explicit. In the “voetbal” example mentioned above, the correct register can be reinforced while 

simultaneously simplifying the decision between “soccer games” and “football matches” by 

translating “voetbalwedstrijden” as “sporting events”. This term fits the context (a highly general list 

of activities in which customers can participate), is geographically neutral, and belongs to a higher 

register than either of the alternatives. When implemented carefully and judiciously throughout the 

text, these seemingly insignificant strategies can help to achieve the desired effect. 

A final issue brought to light by the question “in what kinds of sentences” involves the use of 

impersonal and passive constructions in the ST. While the ST generally conforms to the conventions 

of the Internet medium when it comes to using relatively short, concise sentences, the text does 

display certain tendencies which go against the advice of web text usability experts. There is a slight 

tendency toward using the impersonal third person form, as in this ST sentence: “Lemontree 

Outsourcing beheert veilige ICT infrastructuren voor haar opdrachtgevers”. In this sentence, 
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Lemontree discuss themselves and their clients as if from an outsider’s perspective. The ST also 

contains a number of passive constructions, such as, “In het professionele datacenter van Lemontree 

worden servers ge-host en beheerd.” These sentences, while grammatically correct, serve to keep 

the reader at a distance and have a somewhat stiff, formal feel that is at odds with the rest of the 

text. As this effect is undesirable in the TT (and arguably also in the ST), solutions will have to be 

found. In most cases, it is fairly simple to rewrite a sentence to change the perspective from the third 

person to the first person plural, which is more engaging. Passive sentences can also generally be 

reworded in the active voice. 

 

Translation checklist 
Based on the translation brief, the potential translation problems outlined above and the theory 

presented in the previous three chapters, I have compiled a checklist of things to take into account 

while translating the Lemontree text. The checklist is divided into three parts that roughly 

correspond with the chapters of this thesis. 

 

Website basics 

 Target audience: non-Dutch corporations based in the Netherlands (primarily North 

American, British and German) 

 Strive for short, concise sentences 

 Use the active voice, address reader directly (second person) 

 Leave hyperlinks as they are, but highlight them in yellow so they are easy to spot 

 Try to ensure that labels for buttons, menus and graphics are the same length as in ST 

 Deliver translation in MS Word format 

 Use American English spelling and punctuation 

Persuasive style 

 Slightly stronger use of marketing language and “power words” than in the ST is permissible 

 Emphasize appeals to logic, hard-selling techniques 

 Avoid using humor 

 Avoid idioms that would be difficult for non-native speakers of English to understand 

 Emphasize Lemontree’s ability to communicate in English and expertise in dealing with 

multinational corporations 

 Insert adjectives that reinforce the company’s image as young, modern and high-tech (to 

replace lost effect of English in Dutch ST) 

 Pay attention to register to ensure that the English text reproduces the professionalism 

exuded by the Dutch u  

 Reword passive sentences in the active voice 

 Consider changing third-person perspective (it/they) to first-person plural (we) in order to 

make text more dynamic and appealing 

Terminology 

 Verify all terminology; don’t blindly accept English phrases used in the ST 

 Keep track of terminology in a glossary that can be delivered along with the translation  

 Use online corpora to achieve expert-sounding phraseology 
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 Use Wordfast to ensure consistent use of terms 

 Consult an expert in the field if necessary 
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Chapter 6: The translation 
 
 
Below is the complete translation of the Lemontree website. For comparison purposes, the source 
text is provided in the appendix to this thesis. I have included comments in the text explaining 
individual translation choices based on the criteria set out in the previous chapter. 
 
 
Lemontree Refreshing ICT 
 
- No need for bullhorns! 
- It’s good to have backup 
- We look at things differently 
- We’ll be there first! 
- Need a helping hand? 
- Improve your image – be seen with us!  
- We keep things going 
 
- Outsourcing 
- Staffing 
- Consulting 
- Web solutions 
- Job openings 
- References 
 
© 2009 Lemontree. All rights reserved. Lemontree · Cornelis Geellaan 43 · 2406 JE Alphen aan den 
Rijn, The Netherlands · Tel +31 (0)172 479 988 · Fax +31 (0)172 479 989 
 

 
Home 
Desktop management 
IT Outsourcing 
Areas of expertise 

 Client/server environments  

 Citrix 
Managed hosting 
Migrations 
Network and server management 
Service desk 
 
Home 
Staffing 
 
Home 
Consulting 
Expertise 
Projects 
 
Home 

Comment [M1]: Removed some of the 
exclamation marks used in these slogans 
since they aren’t used quite as often in 
English. 

Comment [M2]: Changed the comma to 
a dash here to avoid the comma splice 

Comment [MMH3]: I translated 
“consultancy” as “consulting” despite the 
fact that “consultancy” is a valid word in 
English. This was an aesthetic choice, as 
the other two main services offered by 
Lemontree, “outsourcing” and “staffing”, 
also end in -ing. 

Comment [M4]: Added "The 
Netherlands” to address and added 
international dialing codes to the phone 
numbers 

Comment [M5]: Eliminated hyphen in 
“IT-Outsourcing” 

Comment [MMH6]: “Server/netwerk 
beheer” was problematic—I wasn’t sure if 
“beheer” should be translated as 
“management” or “administration”. To find 
out, I used the Microsoft website as 
parallel corpus. I searched for 
“netwerkbeheer”, then clicked on the 
English version of the same page and saw 
that it was translated as “network 
management”. However, when I searched 
for “serverbeheer” on the MS site, then 
clicked on the English version of the page, I 
got “server administration”. Still no clear 
answer... 
Googling different combinations of the 
terms “server”, “network” and either 
“management” or “administration” 
revealed that the terms are more or less 
interchangeable. I finally settled the matter 
by asking the client which term they 
preferred. They chose “management”. I 
then chose to swap “server en netwerk” 
around to become “network and server” 
for aesthetic purposes. 
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Fit-to-Position 
 
For more information:  
info@lemontree.nl 
 

 
Latest news: 
Lemontree Outsourcing participates in Infosecurity 2008 exhibition in Utrecht 
Read more 
 
ThyssenKrupp Veerhaven renews and expands contract with Lemontree Outsourcing  
Read more 
 
Lemontree Outsourcing awarded Citrix Silver Partner Status 
Read more 
 
Dutch consumer organization chooses telecommuting solutions by Lemontree Outsourcing 
Read more 
 
Emergya Wind Technologies (EWT) turns to Lemontree Outsourcing for design, implementation and 
management of their IT infrastructure 
Read more 
 
Agile Software signs three-year contract with Lemontree Outsourcing 
Read more 
 
Lemontree Outsourcing named Microsoft Gold Certified Partner 
Read more 
 

 
IT Outsourcing 
Competition and the ever-growing pressure to reduce costs mean that organizations must focus their 
time and resources on what really matters: core business activities that are profitable, add value, and 
provide excellent service to customers. 
Read more 
 
Network and server management 
Let Lemontree help you boost the productivity of your network and your staff. In order to be able to 
grow along with your business, your IT infrastructure must be geared toward the future. 
Read more 
  
Desktop management 
The automation of your employees’ workstations is critical for the productivity of your organization. 
Desktops, laptops, and peripherals have become indispensable tools for everyday communication 
and information flow. 
Read more 
 
Migrations 
At Lemontree, we have years of experience in dealing with all types of migrations. We’re familiar 
with the potential pitfalls and can provide you with the certainty you need, as well as a clear 
overview of the timeframes and investment costs involved.  

Comment [M7]: Eliminated the 
gratuitous exclamation point in “Voor meer 
informatie! info@lemontree.nl” and 
substituted a colon. I wanted to make it 
something more idiomatic like, “For more 
information, feel free to contact us at: 
info@lemontree.nl”, but that would not fit 
nicely next to the envelope icon. Layout 
considerations trumped style here. 

Comment [M8]: Chose to make the TT 
more active here by inserting the verb “to 
participate” (ST: “Lemontree op de 
Infosecurity 2008, Jaarbeurs te Utrecht”). 
Omitted reference to “Jaarbeurs” since it’s 
overly specific for foreign audiences and 
inserted the word “exhibition" to clarify 
what exactly “de Infosecurity 2008” was. 

Comment [MMH9]: The ST here read: 
“Thyssenkrupp Veerhaven breidt het 
bestaande contract met Lemontree 
Outsourcing verder uit”. This was quite 
challenging, as I was unhappy with all my 
initial reflex translations:  to say that 
ThyssenKrupp were “extending” their 
contract with Lemontree means that they 
renewed the same contract with no 
changes, while saying that they’ve 
“expanded their contract” sounds odd and 
unidiomatic. I toyed with radically 
departing from the ST, along the lines of: 
“ThyssenKrupp Veerhaven and Lemontree 
Outsourcing intensify cooperation”.  
I finally decided to go with “ThyssenKrupp 
renews and expands contract with 
Lemontree”. Renewal is inherent in the 
process, since the existing contract has to 
be renegotiated to include the new terms. I 
found a good number of search engine hits 
for this combination, with examples 
including: “Air Force Renews and Expands 
Contract with DefenseWeb”, “Zix 
Corporation Renews and Expands Contract 
with MultiPlan”, “State of Nebraska 
Renews and Expands Contract with 
Thomson Medstat”, “Gate Gourmet 
renews and expands contract with Air 
Shuttle”, etc. 

Comment [M10]: Replaced 
Consumentenbond with “Dutch consumer 
organization” in the headline. Will mention 
the organization by name in the text of 
article. 

Comment [M11]: "Microsoft Gold 
Partner gecertificeerd”  “Microsoft Gold 
Certified Partner” 
https://partner.microsoft.com/40013031 

Comment [M12]: Chose to translate 
“Lees meer” and “Lees verder” both as 
“Read more” since I didn’t feel there was a 
reason to make a distinction between the 
two. 

mailto:info@lemontree.nl
mailto:info@lemontree.nl
https://partner.microsoft.com/40013031
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Read more 
 
Managed hosting 
We host and manage servers for a wide range of clients at our professional data center. Managed 
hosting is an excellent solution for business-critical systems. 
Read more 
 
Service desk 
The Lemontree Service Desk is staffed by a team of certified professionals who are always ready to 
assist you with any IT-related questions or problems you may have. 
Read more 
 
Areas of expertise 
Server-Based Computing (Citrix) 
Server-based computing enables applications to run on a server rather than on the user’s local 
desktop. The desktop interface is then displayed and operated using thin client hardware and/or 
software. 
Read more 
 
Fit-to-Position 
The premier online performance and competence-management software. 
Read more 
 

 
November 2008 
 
Lemontree Outsourcing participates in Infosecurity 2008 exhibition in Utrecht 
 
Utrecht - Lemontree Outsourcing was invited to join Aladdin (http://www.aladdin.nl), provider of 
security solutions for software and Internet content, at their stand at this year’s Infosecurity 
exhibition. In keeping with Lemontree’s role as one of Aladdin’s leading implementation partners in 
the Netherlands, two of our specialists were on hand both days to answer visitors’ questions about 
software implementation. 
 
At Lemontree Outsourcing, we manage secure IT infrastructure for our clients, taking responsibility 
according to clear, yet flexible agreements. This allows you to focus on your core business without 
wasting precious time managing your IT systems and staff. As part of our portfolio of infrastructure 
products and services, we offer security solutions for strong authentication using Aladdin eTokens. 
Aladdin eTokens are digital devices protected by a password and/or PIN that provide secure access to 
IT systems.  
 
"Strong authentication allows users to log in securely and is an extremely safe, easy and effective 
way for organizations to improve the security of their data and networks. Complex passwords are 
difficult to remember, and tend to be written down or forgotten. The resulting helpdesk expenses 
and loss of productivity can make passwords an expensive proposition. For many organizations, 
passwords are simply not secure enough and involve too many hidden costs,” says Chris Ketting, 
team leader at Lemontree Outsourcing. 
 
For more information, please contact Lemontree Outsourcing at: +31 (0) 172 479 988.  
 

 

Comment [M13]: Changed from 
passive voice in ST (“In het professionele 
datacenter van Lemontree worden servers 
ge-host en beheerd”) to active voice here. 
This is more in keeping with fresh, young, 
enthusiastic image the company wants to 
project. 

Comment [M14]: Fixed typo in ST 
(“Served Based Computing”) and added 
hyphen here. 

Comment [M15]: Changed “ICT” to "IT” 
since that is the correct designation 
outside the Netherlands. According to 
Wikipedia, “De term ICT is een typisch 
Nederlandse term, in het buitenland is het 
altijd IT gebleven.” 
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ict 

Comment [M16]: Changed the 
perspective from 3rd person (“Lemontree 
Outsourcing beheert veilige ICT 
infrastructuren voor haar opdrachtgevers”) 
to to 1st person plural here in order to 
maintain the correct tone. Literal 
translation would have resulted in 
“Lemontree Outsourcing manages secure 
IT infrastructure for its clients”, which 
sounds odd and detached.  

Comment [M17]: I don’t like to 
translate Dutch sentences that start with 
“kortom” by beginning the English 
sentence with “in short”, since that sounds 
rather stiff. "Kortom" is used much more 
frequently than “in short” and is ultimately 
just a way of indicating that the discussion 
is coming to a close. To create this same 
effect in the TT, I added the word “simply” 
here to emphasize that this was what it all 
boils down to. 

Comment [M18]: Simplified the Dutch 
here (“Voor meer informatie en/of 
vragen…”). A literal translation would have 
been “For more information and/or 
questions”, but “for more questions” 
doesn’t make any sense. If people have 
questions, what they want is information, 
not more questions! 

http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ict
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November 2008 
 
ThyssenKrupp Veerhaven renews and expands contract with Lemontree Outsourcing  
 
Brielle - ThyssenKrupp Veerhaven (http://www.veerhaven.com) are to strengthen their existing ties 
with Lemontree Outsourcing by outsourcing all desktop management and project management to 
Lemontree. This will allow ThyssenKrupp Veerhaven to focus more intently on their core business, 
and ensures them of desktop management and project management of the highest calibre– all at 
competitive rates. 
 
ThyssenKrupp Veerhaven, a division of German conglomerate ThyssenKrupp Steel, is one of the most 
prominent push-tow shipping companies currently active in the dry bulk sector on the Rhine. They 
have been based in the Dutch town of Brielle since 1984. ThyssenKrupp Veerhaven has roughly 170 
employees. 
 
"Commissioning Lemontree to handle our desktop management was the next logical step for 
ThyssenKrupp Veerhaven. Lemontree is intimately familiar with the existing IT infrastructure, which 
should make for a smooth transition and ensure that things are up and running as quickly as possible. 
The flexibility offered by Lemontree means that the level of service can be adjusted quickly according 
to our wishes. The new arrangements only serve to underscore the excellent working relationship 
that already exists between Lemontree and ThyssenKrupp Veerhaven.” Elbert Snoeij, IT Manager 
 
Lemontree Outsourcing has many years of experience in managing the IT infrastructure at 
ThyssenKrupp Veerhaven. The recent expansion of their existing service contract is the next logical 
step in the successful working relationship the two companies have enjoyed over the past five years. 
Under Lemontree Outsourcing, the infrastructure at ThyssenKrupp Veerhaven was recently upgraded 
to a high-availability Citrix Presentation Server 4.5 environment. 
 
For more information, please contact Lemontree Outsourcing at: +31 (0)172 479 988. 
 

 
October 2008 
 
Lemontree Outsourcing awarded Citrix Silver Partner Status 
 
Alphen aan den Rijn - Lemontree Outsourcing was recently certified for the Citrix Silver Partner 
Solution Advisor program. This status was awarded on the basis of the knowledge, experience and 
certifications attained by Lemontree. 
 
Lemontree director Erik van der Burg is pleased with the company’s new status: "This certification is 
perfectly suited to the complexity of both current and future projects carried out by Lemontree. A 
thorough knowledge of innovative products and solutions is essential if we want to remain a leading 
player in the IT market. Products such as Citrix XenApp, VMware and Microsoft Hyper V enable us 
not only to respond to technological and economic developments, but also to meet the current 
demand for environmentally-sensitive solutions and automation. The current trend toward the 
downsizing of data centers will only grow stronger over the next few years. ‘Econology’ is a key 
concept at Lemontree. We support organizations in their quest to achieve a sustainable IT 
infrastructure.” 
 

 Partner status of Lemontree Outsourcing: 

 Citrix Partner Silver Solution Advisor (http://www.citrix.nl) 

Comment [MMH19]: Added the 
phrase, “a division of German 
conglomerate ThyssenKrupp Steel” in order 
to emphasize the fact that the Dutch 
offices are part of a large multinational 
corporation, which are the main target 
audience of the translation. 

Comment [M20]: Elaborated on the 
Dutch here (“gevestigd te Brielle”) by 
adding in “the Dutch town of” for the 
benefit of foreign readers who are not 
familiar with Brielle and who are perhaps 
unaware that it is located in the 
Netherlands. 
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 Microsoft Gold Partner (http://www.microsoft.nl) 

 Aladdin Secured Partner (http://www.aladdin.nl) 

 Cisco SMB Select Partner (http://www.cisco.nl) 

 Dell Gold Partner (http://www.dell.nl) 
 
For more information, please contact Lemontree Outsourcing at: +31 (0)172 479 988. 
 

 
August 2008 
 
Dutch consumer organization chooses telecommuting solutions by Lemontree Outsourcing 
 
The Hague – Dutch consumer organization De Consumentenbond (http://www.consumentenbond.nl) 
has chosen Lemontree Outsourcing to implement their new remote access solution. This system 
provides De Consumentenbond with a professional solution for telecommuting and mobile access to 
the network. Users will now be able to work from home as easily and securely as at the office. 
 
De Consumentenbond is the foremost defender of consumer rights in the Netherlands. Their mission 
is to make it easier for consumers to make better choices while maintaining respect for others and 
for the environment. 
 
“Lemontree’s solution was successfully integrated into our existing IT infrastructure, and can easily 
be expanded to allow in-house staff to work in the same way,” said David Verweij, IT team leader. 
 
The remote access solution offered by Lemontree Outsourcing is flexible, scalable, secure and is 
based on proven technology. The telecommuting solution implemented at De Consumentenbond is a 
well-balanced combination of Microsoft, Citrix and Aladdin eToken products geared toward 
infrastructure, server-based computing, security, and remote access. After implementation, the 
remote access solution provided by Lemontree Outsourcing was handed over to De 
Consumentenbond's own IT service provider. 
 
For a fixed monthly rate, Lemontree can manage your remote access system, eliminating the risk of 
potentially high operating costs. This ensures that the annual cost of telecommuting remains low, 
transparent, and easy to budget.  
 
For more information, please contact Lemontree Outsourcing at: +31 (0) 172 479 988. 
 

 
July 2008 
 
Emergya Wind Technologies (EWT) turns to Lemontree Outsourcing for design, implementation 
and management of their IT infrastructure 
 
Schiphol - EWT (http://www.ewtinternational.com) recently awarded Lemontree Outsourcing the 
contract for the design and implementation of a centralized IT infrastructure with a high degree of 
availability. They also signed a five-year service agreement for all IT and telecommunications. 
 
EWT is a global player in wind energy solutions with offices in the Netherlands, China and the United 
States. They provide complete turn-key wind farms, as well as individual wind turbines and turbine 
components. EWT’s wind turbines make use of the company’s cutting-edge direct drive (gearless) 

Comment [M21]: Eliminated the colon 
in the ST (“Met als missie: consumenten in 
staat stellen…”) and made it into a 
complete sentence with a verb. In English, 
everything to the left of the colon should 
be a complete sentence, which was not the 
case in the ST. 
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technology. This technology is renowned by industry insiders for its superior performance and 
reliability. 
 
The new IT environment will provide EWT with effective support for their business goals and 
processes, thereby establishing a solid foundation for new and existing strategic plans. The solution 
provided by Lemontree will also help boost productivity and encourage integration and cooperation 
among business units, as well as between the company and its business partners. Centralization, 
consolidation, and standardization will result in increased service levels and lower operational costs. 
The new IT infrastructure is flexible and scalable, thereby facilitating further growth within the 
organization. 
 
"Choosing Lemontree as our IT service provider has allowed us to concentrate fully on our core 
business. We think of Lemontree the way we’d think of an internal IT department. They really feel 
like ‘one of us’: they’re fast, flexible, motivated and have that personal touch," says Pieter Dingjan, IT 
Manager at EWT. 
 
Together, EWT and Lemontree chose to implement a high-availability solution based on Microsoft, 
VMware, Citrix, Cisco and SAN technologies: 
 
Microsoft Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise MPLS  
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 Blackberry Enterprise Server 4.1  
VMware ESX 3.5 High Availability cluster HSDPA Mobility  
Citrix XenApp Enterprise Edition 4.5 DELL EqualLogic PS5000X  
VoIP - Cisco Call Manager Symantec Backup Exec 12  
 
The greatest advantages of EWT’s custom solution include: the high degree of availability of 
business-critical data and systems, business continuity, and the disaster recovery capabilities of all 
business-critical systems. 
 
For more information, please contact Lemontree Outsourcing at: +31 (0)172 479 988. 
 

 
July 2008 
 
Agile Software signs three-year contract with Lemontree Outsourcing 
 
Bodegraven - Agile Software, located in Bodegraven (http://www.agilesoftware.nl), has signed a 
three-year contract with Lemontree Outsourcing for the provision of technical support. They have 
also commissioned Lemontree to upgrade and streamline their existing IT infrastructure. These 
improvements make it possible for Agile Software to focus on their core business, and ensure the 
company of a stable, secure and scalable IT infrastructure with a high degree of availability. 
 
“We are extremely pleased with the flexible support and quality of service we have received from 
Lemontree Outsourcing,” says Maarten van Montfoort, director of Agile Software. “Agile Software 
specializes in the sales and support of volume license agreements for medium-to-large organizations. 
Many people feel overwhelmed by the complexity of the laws regarding software licensing. Good 
software license management is more important than ever, partly due to the increased interest in 
compliance by Sarbanes-Oxley, Code Tabaksblat, Corporate and Public Governance, etc.” 
 
The IT environment at Agile Software has been completely redesigned using the latest in Microsoft 
technologies with regards to infrastructure, virtualisation, server-based computing, security, remote 
access and business productivity. 

Comment [M22]: Sentence terminated 
abruptly in the ST. This proved to be the 
result of sloppy copy-paste work on the 
Lemontree site. I visited the Agile Software 
website and found that the person 
responsible for the Lemontree website had 
lifted text directly from Agile’s site but had 
left off the last part of the sentence. I filled 
in the missing text (“…Code Tabaksblat, 
Corporate and Public Governance steeds 
relevanter is geworden.”) and translated it, 
then notified Lemontree of the error. 

Comment [M23]: Eliminated gratuitous 
capitals here (“op het gebied van 
Infrastructuur, Virtualisatie, Server Based 
Computing, Beveiliging, Remote Acces en 
Business Productivity”) and fixed a typo. 
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For more information, please contact Lemontree Outsourcing at: +31 (0)172 479 988. 
 

 
April 2006 
 
Lemontree Outsourcing named Microsoft Gold Certified Partner 
 
Alphen aan den Rijn - Lemontree Outsourcing has been awarded Microsoft Gold Certified Partner 
status in recognition of the company’s outstanding knowledge, expertise, and commitment. 
Microsoft Gold Certified Partners are held to the highest standards in terms of their competence and 
experience with Microsoft products, and work closely with the Microsoft Corporation. 
 
Lemontree Outsourcing is now certified for the following competencies:  
 

 Networking Infrastructure Solutions  

 Advanced Infrastructure Solutions  
 

René van der Horst, outsourcing manager at Lemontree, stressed Microsoft’s importance as a 
strategic partner for the company. “The technologies offered by Microsoft are a perfect match for 
our corporate identity, approach, vision and strategy, and are one of the most important factors 
allowing us to provide our clients with the best possible service. The various Microsoft products and 
solutions have a number of important advantages, including extensive capabilities for integration and 
data exchange, as well as excellent support. At Lemontree, we are true Microsoft specialists and 
pride ourselves on being ahead of the curve when it comes to innovative solutions, without ever 
losing sight of important qualities like value and ease of use. Microsoft technologies allow us to 
create IT environments that are highly available, secure, efficient, productive, and user-friendly.” 
 
At Lemontree Outsourcing, we implement and manage secure IT infrastructures for our clients, 
taking responsibility according to clear, yet flexible agreements. This allows you to focus on your core 
business without wasting precious time managing your IT systems and staff. 
 
For more information, please contact Lemontree Outsourcing at: +31 (0)172 479 988. 
 

 
Let’s Get Personal 
Lemontree Events Program  
 
Lemontree Events Program 
 
In order to express our appreciation for our loyal clients and employees, we are pleased to introduce 
the Lemontree Events Program. 
The Lemontree Events Program is a personalized initiative that allows our clients and employees to 
select an event of their choice to attend. 
 
After filling in a questionnaire about your interests and hobbies, you will be invited to attend a 
special event that we think would be perfect for you. You can choose to attend alone, with a guest, 
or perhaps with your Lemontree contact person. The options are limitless: pop concerts, musicals, 
sporting events, car and motorcycle races, classical concerts and much more. 
If your corporate policy prevents you from taking part in the program, or if you prefer not to 
participate, you may of course opt out of the program. 

Comment [M24]: Strengthened the 
‘marketingese’ a bit here (ST read “wij 
lopen graag voorop”) in the interests of 
reinforcing Lemontree’s image as a slick, 
professional organization and of making 
text more idiomatic. 

Comment [M25]: Changed nominals in 
the ST (“ICT omgevingen met een hoge 
mate van beschikbaarheid, beveiliging, 
efficiency, productiviteit, en 
gebruiksgemak") into adjectives here, as 
the nominal style can get a bit dull. 

Comment [MMH26]: The ST reads: 
“Lemontree Event Program”. In English, 
this should be “Lemontree Events 
Program” (with an ‘s’). I suggested to the 
client that they change this in the Dutch 
version, as well, in the interests of 
continuity. 

Comment [M27]: Dropped the date 
from the first line of this paragraph (“… 
lanceert Lemontree per 1 mei 2007 het 
Lemontree Event Program”). I was having a 
hard time working it into the sentence, and 
finally decided that no one cares that the 
program started on May 1, 2007, anyway. 
Customers are interested in how they can 
benefit from the program, not when it 
started. 

Comment [M28]: Had a hard time 
deciding what to do with "voetbal”. Do I 
call it “soccer”, as is correct in American 
English? Or “football”, like the rest of the 
world? I eventually went with “sporting 
events”, which is more generic but at least 
avoids the problem. The register fits better, 
as well: "soccer games” and "football 
matches" are just a bit too informal. 
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Achieving long-lasting and fruitful relationships with our customers and employees is our highest 
priority. We hope that this initiative will help to strengthen the bonds between our organization and 
our clients and employees. 
 
On behalf of all of us here at Lemontree, we hope that you and your partner enjoy participating in 
the Lemontree Events Program! 
 

 
Desktop management 
  
The automation of your employees’ workstations is critical for the productivity of your organization. 
Desktops, laptops, and peripherals have become indispensable tools for everyday communication 
and information flow. 
 
Here at Lemontree, we are experts when it comes to desktop management. We have years of 
experience in developing, managing and supporting complex, large-scale desktop environments. 
While we are capable of managing desktops on-site when necessary, most management and support 
activities take place remotely from our Service Center in Alphen aan den Rijn.Over the years, the 
Lemontree support team has built up an extensive knowledge of products such as Remote 
Installation Server and Active Directory. As a result, we can set up a reliable and professional 
environment that enables us to manage your desktop easily and securely via a remote connection 
(Virtual Private Network). This method significantly reduces the amount of time necessary to manage 
your desktop environment, resulting in a lower total cost of ownership (TCO). We can advise you on 
the various options for desktop management available to you by means of our special ‘Quickscan’ 
diagnostic tool.  
 

 
IT Outsourcing 
  
Competition and the ever-growing pressure to reduce costs mean that organizations must focus their 
time and resources on what really matters: core business activities that are profitable, add value, and 
provide excellent service to customers. 
 
When you allow Lemontree to handle your IT needs, your organization can focus on core business 
activities while we help you to maximize your operational efficiency and boost your service levels. 
We can help you to reduce and control your IT costs and ensure that they remain transparent.  
  
Lemontree offers a full range of outsourcing services. We can lighten your load by handling your 
desktop support, helpdesk, network and server administration, Internet security, datacenter services, 
and more. 
  
The Lemontree Support Team is here to serve you! 
 

 
Areas of expertise 
Client/server environments 
 
In a client/server environment, the individual workstations (also known as clients) are installed with 
the necessary software, but all data is stored on a central computer (the server). 
 

Comment [M29]: Eliminated “binnen 
diverse grote organisaties” (ST: Binnen 
diverse grote organisaties heeft Lemontree 
jarenlange ervaring opgedaan op het 
gebied van ontwikkeling, beheer en 
support van grote en complexe 
werkplekomgevingen”). The literal 
translation, “within various large 
organizations” sounds clumsy in English 
and was superfluous anyway, since the rest 
of the sentence describes how large and 
complex the desktop environments are. 
You wouldn't expect to find a large, 
complex system at a smaller company, so I 
felt I could leave this out. 

Comment [M30]: This sentence was 
highly ambiguous in the ST: “organisaties 
moeten hun tijd en resources concentreren 
op dat wat zij echt belangrijk vinden 
namelijk kernactiviteiten die waarde 
toevoegen, diensten verlenen aan klanten 
en winst maken”. Is it the 
“kernactiviteiten” that are supposed to 
provide service to customers and generate 
profit? Or are the “kernactiviteiten” the 
first of three unrelated items in a list? The 
use of “namelijk” here without any 
additional punctuation is also confusing. I 
finally chose what I thought was the most 
logical interpretation and reformulated the 
sentence to be clearer, using a colon to 
signal the reader that what follows is a list. 

Comment [M31]: "Higher" isn't a very 
inspiring word, and is even less so when 
used twice in the same sentence (ST: 
“hogere operationele efficiency en hogere 
serviceniveaus”). I went for “maximize” 
and “boost” here, two words that are a bit 
marketing-y, but at least sound more 
powerful and engaging (and less 
redundant). 

Comment [M32]: Even small changes 
can make the text more active and 
appealing: “Lemontree heeft een compleet 
aanbod van outsourcing-diensten”  
“Lemontree offers a full range of 
outsourcing services.” 
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The primary benefits of a client/server environment include greater speed and stability – the only 
thing being sent over the network is data – and the fact that data is stored centrally, facilitating a 
centralized backup method. All workstations have access to the most recent data; if one workstation 
goes down, employees can simply continue their work on another workstation. 
 

 
Areas of expertise 
Server-Based Computing (Citrix) 
 
Server-based computing enables applications to run on a server rather than on the user’s local 
desktop. The desktop interface is then displayed and operated using thin client hardware and/or 
software. 
 
The thin client only displays the desktop interface. Input from the user’s mouse and keyboard is 
passed on to the server on which the application is running. 
Data is stored on the server, just as in a client/server environment.  
  
Server-based computing offers a number of significant advantages, including better scalability, 
stability and flexibility. In addition, server-based computing environments are much easier to manage 
and support, resulting in a lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO). 
 

 
Managed hosting 
 
We host and manage servers for a wide range of clients at our professional data center. Managed 
hosting is an excellent solution for business-critical systems. 
 
The servers are located in a specialized facility featuring access control, a fire protection system, air 
conditioning and an emergency power supply. They are proactively monitored and managed by a 
team of trained professionals. 
 
We offer a wide range of managed hosting solutions, including: 
 

 Managed MS Exchange hosting  

 Managed ASP/Application hosting  

 Managed Windows, Linux and/or Unix hosting  

 Managed hosting for server-based computing environments (Citrix and terminal servers). 
 

 
Migrations 
 
At Lemontree, we have years of experience in dealing with all types of migrations. We’re familiar 
with the potential pitfalls and can provide you with the certainty you need, as well as a clear 
overview of the timeframes and investment costs involved.  
 
Our experience with migrations includes: 

 NT4 to Windows 2000/XP/2003  

 Novell to Windows 2000/2003 server  

 Exchange 5.5 to Exchange 2000/2003  

 From a client/server environment to a server-based computing environment based on 
terminal servers or Citrix  
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 Desktop deployment 
 

 
Network and server management 
  
Let Lemontree help you boost the productivity of your network and your staff. In order to be able to 
grow along with your business, your IT infrastructure must be geared toward the future. 
 
Lemontree employs a wide range of cutting-edge technology to help you achieve your business 
objectives. Preventative and proactive management of your servers is essential to ensuring that your 
organization remains operational at all times. Using remote access technology, the Lemontree 
Support Team proactively monitors clients' servers. The team will assess the performance of your 
server(s) at regular intervals and examine all event logs, backup logs, and virus updates. This all takes 
place remotely over the Internet by means of a Virtual Private Network (VPN) connection to ensure 
the safety of your data and network.  
  
The Lemontree Support Team is made up exclusively of highly-skilled IT professionals who are 
specialized in Microsoft Windows, MS ISA server, MS Internet Information Server, MS SQL Server, MS 
Terminal Server, MS Exchange Server, SCO Unix, Citrix, BrightStor ARCserve, Veritas, and Cisco and 
3Com active components. By means of our Quickscan diagnostic tool, we can provide you with a 
detailed analysis of the various possibilities for managing your entire infrastructure. 
 

 
Service desk 
 
The Lemontree Service Desk is staffed by a team of certified professionals who are always ready to 
assist you with any IT-related questions or problems you may have. 
 
The Lemontree Service Desk serves as a single point of contact and is responsible for coordinating all 
activities, including those involving third parties (if applicable),thereby taking a great deal of work off 
your hands. You can rest assured that your questions will be handled by experienced professionals 
who strive to provide you with the answers you need – quickly, and in language that is clear and easy 
to understand. 
 
You can contact the Lemontree Service Desk by phone or e-mail:  
Telephone: +31 (0)172 472 682  
E-mail: servicedesk@lemontree.nl 
 

 
Staffing 
 
There are many reasons you may want to bring in outside help to strengthen your organization. 
Perhaps your company is suffering from personnel shortages, or perhaps you wish to implement 
changes to your IT infrastructure under the guidance of outside specialists. Lemontree has been 
providing this kind of specialist support for over a decade. We can help you to resolve your personnel 
shortages, whether they are of a temporary or structural nature. 
 
Our certified specialists fall into one of three groups: network and system administrators, technical 
project managers, and consultants. Together, these three groups have built up an extensive 
knowledge not only of IT-related issues, but also of specific corporate cultures and processes. This 

Comment [M33]: The ST is very sloppy 
when it comes to capitalization and 
spelling: “Brightstore Arcserve” should be 
"BrightStor ARCserve". There are 
numerous other examples of mistakes like 
this throughout the ST. Using the correct 
spelling/capitalization comes across as 
much more professional if the reader 
happens to be familiar with the product, so 
I made an effort to double-check all 
product names. 

Comment [M34]: The word 
“detachering” was probably my biggest 
hurdle during the translation process. It’s 
often translated in UK English as 
“secondment”. However, this term is 
totally unfamiliar to speakers of American 
English (I myself had never heard of it, I 
found almost no hits for “secondment” on 
sites ending in .com, and a call to an 
American staffing/recruitment agency 
confirmed that they had never heard of the 
term either). In the end, I chose to go with 
a hypernym, “staffing”. “Detachering” is 
technically a specific type of staffing, but I 
decided that the context made it perfectly 
clear what was meant in this case. By 
translating “detachering” as “staffing”, I 
also maintained the parallel structure 
inherent in the two other main services 
offered by Lemontree: outsourcing and 
consulting. 

Comment [M35]: Could have 
translated this as “ten years” (ST: 
“Lemontree houdt zich inmiddels 10 jaar 
bezig met…”), but chose to go with the 
more idiomatic “decade” here. 

Comment [M36]: "Medior” is 
apparently a Dutch term. I had never heard 
of the word but assumed it probably meant 
something in between “junior” and 
“senior”. When I googled “medior” on its 
own, nearly all the search results were in 
the .nl or .be domains. Those that were not 
were still written in Dutch, leading me to 
believe it is not used in English. What, 
then, to do with “medior en senior 
netwerkbeheerders”? In the end, I just 
omitted “medior and senior” because the 
level of experience wasn’t relevant in the 
context (a list of three types of specialists: 
“medior en senior netwerkbeheerders, 
Technisch Projectleiders en Consultants”). 
The differences among the three groups 
seemed more important than the level of 
experience of any one group. Besides, 
“medior and senior” doesn’t say much, 
since the only people it excludes are 
"juniors", who would presumably not be 
described as “ervaren specialisten” 
anyway. 
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know-how and experience means that our specialists can quickly and easily make themselves at 
home within your organization and can be productive from day one. 
 

 
Consulting 
 
Are you looking for a focused solution for a short-term project? If so, you may benefit from a 
consultation with a functional analyst or an experienced project manager. Lemontree has a team of 
consultants and analysts who can identify complex automation issues and offer solutions.  
 

 
Expertise 
  
L&N  
Lemontree has entered into a strategic partnership with consultancy firm Nexpri under the name of 
L&N. Nexpri is a center of expertise for geographic information systems, and also has extensive 
experience with other types of information systems.  
 
Geographic information systems  
By participating in L&N, Lemontree can provide expert advice in the field of geographic information.  
 
Information policy and planning  
One of the critical factors in the success of an organization is the quality of its information systems, 
which in turn are dependent upon the IT infrastructure. The high degree of integration and 
complexity of today’s information systems results in higher costs and greater demands for 
knowledge and expertise. Information policy and planning is an indispensable tool for guiding and 
controlling developments to the IT infrastructure and keeping expenditures under control. 
Lemontree works closely with clients to guide, support and actively develop information policy and 
planning in accordance with the clients’ wishes. No one-size-fits-all solutions here – we strive to 
provide our clients with advice that is perfectly tailored to their individual needs.  
 
Guidance in choosing software applications  
Making the choice for a new software application can be a difficult proposition. The many risks 
involved in the selection process – financial and otherwise – should not be underestimated, 
particularly when choosing an application to serve as the foundation of your information system. 
Despite these risks, however, software applications are often chosen based on a “hunch”. Lemontree 
can help you minimize the “hunch” factor by providing you with clear and objective comparisons of 
the relevant applications based on your own priorities and the inherent financial considerations.  
 
Implementation of software applications  
Sometimes it seems as if users, management and suppliers of applications all speak a different 
language. As functional manager, Lemontree can act as an intermediary during the implementation 
of your information system, thereby ensuring that everyone has a clear idea of their roles and 
responsibilities.  
 
Workshops  
Not all IT-related problems are easy to solve. We offer workshops in which we illuminate the 
interests of all parties more clearly, allowing complex problems to be solved in a relatively short 
period of time. 
 
Information analysis  

Comment [M37]: Turned a statement 
in the ST ("U zoekt een doelgerichte 
oplossing voor een korte termijn-project”) 
into a question in order to avoid it 
sounding too commanding. 

Comment [M38]: The ST here was 
rather bizarrely worded: “…hogere 
benodigde budgetten en hogere en andere 
personele kwaliteiten”. As it was virtually 
impossible for me to be sure what was 
meant by this, I had to choose between 
contacting the client for clarification and 
“taking a stab” at it. I eventually decided 
not to contact Lemontree for something so 
trivial, and simply devised something that I 
thought would make sense in this context.  

Comment [M39]: The ST read: 
“selectietrajecten applicaties”. My initial 
reflex was to translate this as “Guidance in 
choosing applications”. However, the word 
"applications" can have many different 
meanings in English (job applications, 
practical applications, etc.), so it is 
necessary to specify "software" here. I 
made a note of this in the glossary. 

Comment [M40]: My translation is 
often just a bit jauntier than the ST, which I 
think fits the image the company is trying 
to project (ST: “Lemontree minimaliseert 
de rol van het onderbuikgevoel”). 
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By means of an information analysis, Lemontree can determine the information needs of your 
organization, laying a solid foundation for selecting and purchasing an existing software application 
or designing a custom application.  
 

 
Projects 
  
IT policy and technology roadmap in Oud-Beijerland  
In 2004, the municipality of Oud-Beijerland in the provice of Zuid-Holland commissioned Lemontree 
to design their IT policy and draw up an IT roadmap (strategic plan). The result is an eminently 
practical, easily-maintained and up-to-date directive policy that provides a clear overview of the 
projected IT developments over the next few years and the associated costs. Lemontree was also 
responsible for training the municipality’s new IT policy advisor. 
 
ERP software selection for Tasseron Sensors  
Lemontree provided guidance and support to Tasseron Sensors, an international corporation with 
headquarters in the Netherlands, in the selection of an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software 
application. By assigning priorities to Tasseron’s wishes and requirements concerning ERP software 
applications, Lemontree was able to rank the various options in terms of their suitability for the 
organization and the costs involved.  
 
Selection criteria for project management methodology – Oud-Beijerland  
Lemontree assisted the municipality of Oud-Beijerland in choosing a project management 
methodology by fleshing out the selection criteria, allowing them to make a well-informed choice.  
 
Inventory of IT subsidiaries at a management company 
Lemontree is currently carrying out an inventory and analysis of the IT infrastructure present at forty 
different subsidiaries of a large management company in the Netherlands. Based on the information 
gathered, Lemontree will issue recommendations on ways to cut costs and promote corporate 
synergy, as well as raising awareness of any risks that may be involved.  
 
Software selection and implementation  
Lemontree has guided numerous clients in the selection and implementation of various software 
applications, including:  

 Transportation- and warehouse management software (TMS and WMS)  

 Financial Information Systems (FIS) software  

 Document management systems (DMS)  

 CRM systems (MS CRM)  

 Helpdesk software  
 
Custom development  
Lemontree has developed custom applications for a number of clients, providing them with advice 
and support throughout the process.  
 
Fit-to-Position  
Lemontree served as project manager for the development of the web tool known as “Fit-to-
Position” (www.fit-to-position.com), providing guidance and functional expertise.  
 

 
Fit-to-Position 
  

Comment [M41]: “ERP-pakketselectie” 
is not “ERP package selection” but “ERP 
software selection”. My reflex translation 
was incorrect in this case. Googling gave an 
indication of this (roughly 900 hits for "ERP 
package selection" and 11,000 for "ERP 
software selection"), and I later confirmed 
the term by consulting a specialist. 

Comment [MMH42]: Had to consult 
Lemontree on this one, as the ST sentence 
was missing an object (“Lemontree heeft 
ondersteund bij de selectie van een ERP-
applicatie”). Who did they support? I 
assumed they meant to refer to the 
company mentioned in the heading for this 
paragraph, Tasseron, but Tasseron was not 
named in the remainder of the text. An e-
mail to Lemontree confirmed that it was 
indeed Tasseron. Furthermore, I added the 
descriptive phrase, “an international 
corporation with headquarters in the 
Netherlands” in order to better introduce 
Tasseron Sensors and to emphasize 
Lemontree’s experience in dealing with 
multinational corporations (the target 
audience of the English text). 

Comment [MMH43]: Tried to make 
the convoluted ST a bit more readable here 
(“Door de wensen en eisen ten aanzien van 
een applicatie duidelijk te structureren en 
prioriteiten toe te kennen, is een goed 
beeld verkregen van de aansluiting daarop 
door de verschillende applicaties en de 
kosten verbonden aan de aanschaf van een 
applicatie”).  
The ST never mentions the names 
Lemontree or Tasseron, and uses a passive 
construction. “Ten aanzien van”, “de 
aansluiting daarop”, “de kosten verbonden 
aan de aanschaf” are all a bit too pompous 
and wordy. The TT, even more so than the 
ST, needs to be catchy, easy to understand, 
and reflective of the company’s image. 
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The premier online performance and competence-management software. 
 
Fit-to-Position:  

 helps you determine whether your employees’ current positions are right for them 

 allows you to create job profiles and assessment profiles based on your business strategy  

 is a practical online tool to help you record employee performance reviews, personal 
development plans, and more  

 supplies business intelligence on the assessment process  

 provides support for management and development processes within your organization  

 enables you to engage in competence management  
 

 
"A pleasure to work with. Lemontree sends us highly motivated individuals who work well in our 
team. They’re always practical and reasonable, even when the going gets tough. Their resumes are 
excellent, they follow through on their agreements, and their prices are reasonable. I particularly 
appreciate the lack of overblown marketing-speak and unnecessary commercial contacts and 
mailings.” 
Head of Automation in the public sector  
 
 
"Lemontree has served us in a number of different roles, including policy development and systems 
administration. We are extremely pleased with the quality of the work they’ve done for us.” 
Director of spatial planning in a medium-sized municipality 
 
 
“When others say it can’t be done, Lemontree roll up their sleeves and get down to work. And with 
their expertise, they always deliver. Anticipating their clients’ needs and investing in professional 
relationships is second nature for them.” 
IT manager at a large educational institution 
 
 
"With their know-how and customer-oriented focus, Lemontree is an immensely valuable partner. 
The commitment, loyalty and professionalism they have shown to us as individuals and to the 
organization as a whole, not to mention their skills and expertise, makes Lemontree an excellent 
addition to our IT team!" 
Operations manager at a financial institution 
 
 
"The people at Lemontree really know the ropes. They’re highly professional and are always willing 
to go the extra mile to get the job done right, without having to be asked. They’re very proactive – 
they don’t wait for us to come to them with a request, but always seem to notice when a situation 
requires attention and either take action or come to me with recommendations. Lemontree attracts 
employees with plenty of experience and a professional attitude, and we are more than happy to 
reap the benefits!” 
IT manager for an offshore company 
 
 
"Lemontree employees deliver top-quality work, both in terms of strategy and of execution. They 
really go above and beyond what’s expected of them. The match between our needs and what they 
had to offer was perfect. If I had to sum up Lemontree in a few words, they would be: clear 
agreements and excellent communication skills!” 

Comment [MMH44]: Inserted the 
adjective “premier” in order to make this 
sound a bit more appealing.  

Comment [MMH45]: Throughout the 
testimonials section, I made cautious use 
of contractions (they’re, they’ve, can’t, 
don’t, etc.)  in order to keep things 
sounding engaging, authentic, and 
somewhat informal. However, I tried to 
maintain a professional tone and avoid 
being overly familiar. 

Comment [MMH46]: “Overheid” 
doesn’t necessarily mean “the 
government” (which implies the federal 
government in American English). To be 
safe, I chose to go with “public sector”. 

Comment [MMH47]: The ST here read: 
“een grote aanvulling op het ASN Bank IT 
Team!” Lemontree purposely left out 
names on this page, so I removed the 
name “ASN bank”, which somehow 
managed to slip through. 
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Head of automation at a large transport company 
 
 
(We would be happy to provide you with names and contact information for our references on 
request) 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 
 

The Lemontree source text already conformed to most of the guidelines for successful web 

texts, such as a clear, concise writing style, short sentences, and the provision of information in self-

contained chunks. In terms of layout, the site is fairly user-friendly thanks to the generous use of 

white space, bulleted lists and different colors for body text, headings, and hyperlinks. This meant 

that I was able to focus largely on the text itself and that other, non-text modalities played only a 

small role in the translation process. I was occasionally required to modify the target text to fit the 

available space, but this was not particularly difficult. 

 

Translation problems encountered 

The translation-oriented text analysis discussed in Chapter 5 of this thesis helped me to 

approach the translation of the Lemontree text in a structured way. Rather than dealing with each 

translation problem separately as it came up, I went into the translation process with a clear idea of 

the issues I would face and an arsenal of strategies for tackling them. Below, I will briefly discuss the 

most significant translation problems I encountered and the ways in which I dealt with them. 

 

Different target audience 

The difference between the receivers of the source text and of the target text was clearly 

brought to light by the translation-oriented text analysis. On a basic level, this helped to make me 

aware of the need to modify Lemontree’s contact information to make it more suitable for an 

international audience. This included adding “The Netherlands” to the company’s address and 

providing international dialing codes for all telephone numbers.  

In some cases, the difference between the receivers made it necessary to add extra information 

in order to ensure that the text was intelligible for a foreign audience: 

 

ST: … en is sinds 1984 gevestigd te Brielle. 
  

TT: … and has been based in the Dutch town of Brielle since 1984.  
 

In other cases, I left out information that would be superfluous to non-Dutch readers: 

 

ST: Lemontree Outsourcing op de Infosecurity 2008, Jaarbeurs te Utrecht 
  

TT: Lemontree Outsourcing participates in Infosecurity 2008 exhibition in Utrecht 
 

Here, I omitted the reference to the “Jaarbeurs”, since foreign audiences cannot be expected to 

know that the Jaarbeurs is a Dutch convention center. I could have chosen to explain this, but since 

the ST segment in question is a heading for an article, a long-winded explanation did not seem 

appropriate. 

On a more abstract level, the differences between the ST and TT target audiences meant that I 

needed to translate the TT in such a way as to emphasize Lemontree’s expertise in dealing with large, 

multinational corporations, the primary target audience for the TT. My solution to this potential 
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problem was to make the TT more explicit than the ST wherever customers and projects were 

mentioned that could potentially interest the target audience. Below are two examples: 

 

ST: ThyssenKrupp Veerhaven, een onderdeel van ThyssenKrupp Steel, is één van de 
modernste en toonaangevende duwvaartrederijen - in de droge bulksector - op de 
Rijn…. 

  

TT: ThyssenKrupp Veerhaven, a division of German conglomerate ThyssenKrupp Steel, is 
one of the most prominent push-tow shipping companies currently active in the dry 
bulk sector on the Rhine. 

 

ST: Lemontree heeft Tasseron ondersteund bij de selectie van een ERP-applicatie. 
  

TT: Lemontree provided guidance and support to Tasseron Sensors, an international 
corporation with headquarters in the Netherlands, in the selection of an Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) software application. 

 

Style 

While the style of the ST is generally fairly dynamic and engaging, the translation-oriented text 

analysis uncovered a tendency toward impersonal third person forms and passive constructions in 

some places. These lapses in style lend portions of the ST a distant, impersonal feel that is at odds 

with the rest of the text. When necessary, I reworded these sentences in the TT to change the 

perspective from the third person to the more engaging first person plural, and to set passive 

sentences in the active voice: 

 

ST: In het professionele datacenter van Lemontree worden servers ge-host en beheerd. 
  

TT: We host and manage servers for a wide range of clients at our professional data 
center. 

 

ST: Lemontree Outsourcing beheert veilige ICT infrastructuren voor haar 
opdrachtgevers. 

  

TT: At Lemontree Outsourcing, we manage secure IT infrastructure for our clients. 
 

Other style-related issues were due to differences between source- and target language 

conventions rather than any particular shortcomings of the ST. For example, I omitted a number of 

exclamation points since they are not used as frequently in English as in Dutch. I also changed the 

wording of certain sentences in order to adhere more closely to the conventions of the target 

language, such as in the following example: 

 

ST: U zoekt een doelgerichte oplossing voor een korte termijn-project. 
  

TT: Are you looking for a focused solution for a short-term project?  
 

Here, I felt that the Dutch wording would come across as too commanding if I were to translate 

it literally, so I changed a statement into a question. This was purely a matter of style, as the content 

of the two sentences is otherwise the same.  
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Register 

Closely related to the matter of style is the register of the text. Both the ST and the TT strove to 

achieve a balance between a young, fresh, dynamic image and a feeling of gravity and 

professionalism. However, the two texts often accomplished this goal by different means. In the ST, 

the deliberate choice for the formal third person form, u, provided something of a counterweight to 

the relatively informal register of much of the text. But as English lacks this distinction, I was forced 

to find other ways of lending “weight” to the text. In the end, there was no one, single technique that 

allowed me to achieve the proper register in the TT. Instead, I combined various techniques 

depending on the situation. Sometimes the TT was more formal than the ST, and sometimes it was 

more informal. For example, in the following sentence, the TT begins considerably more formally 

than the ST: 

 

ST: Lemontree weet als geen ander hoe de infra met alles wat er aan hangt in elkaar 
steekt… 

  

TT: Lemontree is intimately familiar with the existing IT infrastructure... 
 
In the second half of the sentence, however, the TT is actually more informal: 

 

ST: … waardoor er snel geschakeld kan worden met een minimale inwerkperiode. 
  

TT: ... which should make for a smooth transition and ensure that things are up and 
running as quickly as possible. 
 

It was not always possible to balance informal and formal at the sentence level. Overall, 

however, I feel that I was able to reproduce the register of the ST in the TT. 

Perhaps the most difficult portion of the text when it came to register was the testimonials page 

(“Referenties”). In order to lend the testimonials an air of authenticity, I felt that it was important to 

make them as idiomatic and informal-sounding in English as they were in Dutch. This was 

accomplished by using target-language idioms such as “to go the extra mile” and “to roll up one’s 

sleeves” and by using contractions, which I had otherwise used sparingly, to simulate authentic 

speech patterns. For example:  

 

ST: Daar waar anderen nee verkopen gaat Lemontree toch aan de slag. 
  

TT: When others say it can’t be done, Lemontree roll up their sleeves and get down to 
work. 

 

Use of marketing language 

In Chapter 3, I discussed the ways in which marketing language differs from culture to culture. 

In the case of the Lemontree text, the target audience – particularly North American and British 

readers – is far more tolerant of hype and persuasive language than the Dutch ST audience. For this 

reason, I was able to make greater use of marketing language and “power words” in the TT. A few 

examples: 

 

ST: Wij helpen u bij het bereiken van een hogere operationele efficiency en hogere 
serviceniveaus. 
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TT: We help you to maximize your operational efficiency and boost your service levels. 
  
  
ST: Fit-to-Position. De online performance en competence management software. 
  

TT: Fit-to-Position: The premier online performance and competence-management 
software. 
 
 

ST: Wij lopen graag voorop met innovatieve oplossingen. 
  

TT: We pride ourselves on being ahead of the curve when it comes to innovative 
solutions. 

 

Terminology issues 

The Lemontree text makes extensive use of specialist terminology, or LSP. In Chapter 4 of this 

thesis, I discussed a number of techniques for dealing with LSP. During the actual translation process, 

some of these techniques proved more helpful than others. For example, while I did consult a 

number of specialist dictionaries, I ultimately made far greater use of online corpora. The most 

helpful of these was Microsoft TechNet (http://technet.microsoft.com/), a corpus of technical 

documentation maintained by the Microsoft Corporation. At the writing of this thesis, TechNet was 

available in 61 different semi-parallel language versions. When I needed to find a translation for an 

ST term, I would locate it in-context on the Dutch TechNet site and then click on “United States 

(English)” at the top right of the screen, which brought me to the English version of the same article.  

 

http://technet.microsoft.com/
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Looking up the term “netwerkbeheer” on the Microsoft TechNet site. 

 

This was not only a useful technique for translating individual terms, but also provided me with 

examples of how the terms were used in context.  

Most of the terms I came across in the ST had a direct equivalent in the target language, as in 

the netwerkbeheer/network management example pictured above. Not all terms with a direct 

equivalent were equally straightforward to translate, however. For example, my reflex translation for 

ERP-pakketselectie was ERP package selection. This proved to be incorrect, as I discovered when 

using the Google search engine to find examples of this term in context. There were almost no hits 

for “ERP package selection”. Instead, I found tens of thousands of hits for the combination “ERP 

software selection”. A quick consultation with a specialist in the IT field confirmed that this was the 

correct English term. 

Even more problematic were ST terms that have no direct equivalent in the target language. 

One such example in the Lemontree text is the Dutch term medior, which indicates a level in 

between junior and senior. While junior and senior are used in both the source- and target 

languages, I was fairly certain that medior did not exist in English. To be sure of this, I consulted a 

number of English-language dictionaries and performed a Google search for the term. As I had 

suspected, the word medior does not appear in any of the English dictionaries, and the many Google 

hits for the term were all found in the .nl and .be domains or on sites written in Dutch. What, then, 

was I to do when I came across the term during the translation process? 

 

ST: Onze gecertificeerde specialisten zijn in 3 groepen te verdelen: medior en senior 
Systeem/netwerkbeheerders, Technisch Projectleiders en Consultants. 

  

TT: Our certified specialists fall into one of three groups: network and system 
administrators, technical project managers, and consultants. 

 

 In the end, I decided to make the TT slightly less explicit on this point. I omitted “medior and 

senior” from the above example, as the differences among the three groups of specialists seemed 

more important than the level of experience of any one group. I felt that the omission was justified, 

as the only people excluded by the label “medior and senior” are junior-level employees, who would 

presumably not be described as “specialists” anyway. 
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Perhaps the most challenging terminology-related translation problem was the use of the term 

detachering, which confronted me regarding my choice (together with the client) to use American 

rather than British English. The word detachering has a very straightforward equivalent in British 

English: secondment. Unfortunately, however, this term is not used in American English. I myself had 

never heard of the word, I found almost no hits for “secondment” on sites ending in .com, and a call 

to an American recruitment agency confirmed that they were unfamiliar with the term, as well. After 

consulting a number of American acquaintances who work in the recruitment sector and digging 

through parallel corpora to no avail, I finally chose to go with a hypernym: staffing. Though 

detachering is technically a specific type of staffing, I felt that it was sufficiently clear from the 

context what was meant. Translating detachering as staffing also allowed me to maintain the parallel 

structure inherent in the two other main services offered by Lemontree: outsourcing and consulting. 

 

Use of Wordfast 

In addition to using parallel corpora and making occasional calls to experts in the relevant fields, 

I relied heavily on a computer program known as Wordfast to help me deal with terminology. 

Wordfast is a Computer-Assisted Translation (CAT) tool (see Chapter 4 for more detail).  

As this was the first time Lemontree had ever commissioned anyone to translate anything for 

them, I had no existing translation memory (TM) on which to draw and had to create a new TM for 

this project. Nevertheless, Wordfast helped me to achieve greater consistency both on a sentence 

level and when it came to terminology.  

There was a certain degree of repetition built into the text due to the use of “teasers” on the 

homepage. These teasers consisted of short excerpts taken from text that appeared elsewhere on 

the site. When I came across these sentences a second time, Wordfast notified me that they were 

100% matches for previously translated segments and offered me the translated text. This sped up 

the translation process somewhat and ensured that the Lemontree text remained internally 

consistent. 

As I encountered new terms, I added them to a glossary integrated into the Wordfast program. 

When the glossary terms appeared elsewhere in the text, they were highlighted in blue. I could then 

select the highlighted term and paste the English translation directly into the target segment I was 

working on. 

 

 
An example of how Wordfast highlights terms from the glossary. In this case, the term was “beheerovereenkomst”. 
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When entering terms into the glossary, I often included explanatory notes and links to any 

websites that I thought might be useful to Lemontree employees. As agreed upon in the translation 

brief, I provided Lemontree with a copy of the glossary that they could use when adding onto the 

website in the future and when corresponding with their non-Dutch clients. I simply exported the 

Wordfast glossary to an Excel spreadsheet, which can easily be searched using the program’s search 

function. A copy of this glossary is provided in the appendix. 

 

 
A screenshot of the Excel glossary. 

 

 

Final thoughts 

Before beginning the Lemontree translation project, I had a number of concerns. Would 

translating a website be more difficult than translating the conventional paper-based texts I was used 

to? Were the Dutch advertising conventions similar enough to English conventions, or would I have 

to make major modifications to the text? And was I up to the task of dealing with specialist IT 

terminology?  

In the course of researching this thesis, I gained a substantial knowledge of the Internet 

medium, of operative texts, and of the different methods for locating and managing LST terminology. 

This knowledge allowed me to lay to rest each of the above concerns and approach the Lemontree 

text in a systematic way. The translation-oriented text analysis, in particular, armed me with a clear 

idea of the potential translation problems I would face during the translation process and helped me 

to remain consistent in my approach to these problems. In the end, I was pleased with my translation 

of the Lemontree text. It had been a challenge, to be sure, but by no means an insurmountable one 

thanks to my thorough preparation.115  
  

                                                           
115

 Lemontree also expressed their satisfaction with the final translation and with the glossary of terms that I 
delivered along with it. At the writing of this thesis, the translation had not yet appeared on the Lemontree 
website. 
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Appendix I: The Lemontree source text 
 
 
[logo] Lemontree Refreshing ICT 
 
- No need for bullhorns! 
- It’s good to have backup! 
- We look at things differently! 
- We’ll be there first! 
- Need a helping hand? 
- Improve your image, be seen with us! 
- We keep things going! 
 
- Outsourcing   
- Detachering   
- Consultancy   
- Websolutions   
- Vacatures   
- Referenties 
 
© 2009 Lemontree. All rights reserved.   Lemontree · Cornelis Geellaan 43 · 2406 JE  Alphen aan den 
Rijn · Telefoon 0172 - 479988 · Fax 0172 - 479989 
 

 
Home   
Desktop management   
IT-Outsourcing   
Kennisgebieden   

 Client-server  

 Citrix 
Managed hosting   
Migraties   
Server/netwerk beheer   
Servicedesk   
 
Home   
Detachering   
 
Home   
Consultancy   
Expertise   
Projecten   
 
Home   
Fit-to-Position   
 
Voor meer informatie!  
info@lemontree.nl 
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Latest news: 
Lemontree Outsourcing op de Infosecurity 2008, Jaarbeurs te Utrecht 
Lees meer 
 
Thyssenkrupp Veerhaven breidt het bestaande contract met Lemontree Outsourcing verder uit 
Lees meer 
 
Lemontree Outsourcing behaald Citrix Silver Partner Status 
Lees meer 
 
Consumentenbond kiest voor thuiswerkoplossing van Lemontree Outsourcing 
Lees meer 
 
Emergya Wind Technologies (EWT) kiest Lemontree Outsourcing voor de aanleg, implementatie en 
beheer van haar ICT omgeving 
Lees meer 
 
Agile software sluit 3-jarig contract af met Lemontree Outsourcing 
Lees meer 
 
Lemontree Outsourcing is Microsoft Gold Partner gecertificeerd 
Lees meer 
 

 
IT-Outsourcing 
Concurrentie en de druk tot kostenreductie houden in dat organisaties hun tijd en resources moeten 
concentreren op dat wat zij echt belangrijk vinden namelijk kernactiviteiten die waarde toevoegen, 
diensten verlenen aan klanten en winst maken. 
Lees verder 
 
Server/netwerk beheer 
Lemontree verhoogt de productiviteit van uw netwerk en uw mensen. Uw infrastructuur moet mee 
kunnen groeien met uw bedrijf en dus op de toekomst van uw bedrijf zijn ingesteld of voorbereid.  
Lees verder 
  
Desktop management 
De automatisering op uw werkplek van uw medewerkers is een bepalende factor in de productiviteit 
van uw organisatie. Pc’s, laptops, en randapparatuur zijn onmisbare tools geworden voor de 
dagelijkse communicatie- en informatiestromen. 
Lees verder 
 
Migraties 
Lemontree heeft jarenlange kennis en ervaring op het gebied van diverse migraties. Wij kennen de 
valkuilen en kunnen wij de zekerheid bieden en inzicht geven in doorlooptijden en investeringkosten.  
Lees verder 
 
Managed hosting 
In het professionele datacenter van Lemontree worden servers ge-host en beheerd voor diverse 
klanten. Managed hosting is een zeer professionele oplossing voor bedrijfskritische systemen. 
Lees verder 
 
Servicedesk 
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De Lemontree Servicedesk bestaat uit een team gecertificeerde professionals die voor u klaar staan 
om u snel bij te staan met vragen en problemen op het gebied van ICT. 
Lees verder 
 
Kennisgebieden 
Served Based Computing (Citrix) 
Server-Based Computing is een architectuur waarbij een applicatie voor 100% op een server draait. 
De user interface van de applicatie wordt weergegeven en bediend met behulp van thin-client 
hardware en/of software. 
Lees verder 
 
Fit-to-Position 
De online performance en competence management software. 
Lees verder 
 

 
November 2008 
 
Lemontree Outsourcing op de Infosecurity 2008, Jaarbeurs te Utrecht 
 
Utrecht - Lemontree Outsourcing was dit jaar uitgenodigd op de Infosecurity stand van Aladdin 
(http://www.aladdin.nl), leverancier van beveiligingsoplossingen voor software en internet content. 
Als vooraanstaande implementatie partner van Aladdin hebben twee van onze specialisten twee 
dagen ondersteuning geboden bij het beantwoorden van vragen van bezoekers op het gebied van 
implementaties. 
 
Lemontree Outsourcing beheert veilige ICT infrastructuren voor haar opdrachtgevers en neemt 
daarin de verantwoordelijkheid op basis van heldere en flexibele afspraken. Hierdoor bent u in staat 
zich te richten op u core business zonder kostbare tijd kwijt te zijn aan het managen van ICT 
systemen en personeel. Lemontree Outsourcing biedt binnen haar infrastructuur producten en 
dienstenportfolio beveiligingsoplossingen voor sterke authenticatie op basis van Aladdin eTokens. 
Het Aladdin eToken is een digitale sleutel die samen met een wachtwoord en/of pincode een 
beveiligde toegang biedt tot ICT systemen.  
"Het toepassen van sterke authenticatie is een manier om veilig in te loggen en zorgt ervoor dat 
organisaties op een zeer veilige en eenvoudige wijze hun informatie- en netwerkbeveiliging 
verbeteren. Complexere wachtwoorden zijn moeilijk te onthouden of worden opgeschreven of 
vergeten. Wachtwoorden zijn hierdoor kostbaar door helpdesk kosten en productiviteitsverlies. 
Kortom, het werken met wachtwoorden is voor bepaalde organisaties onvoldoende veilig en vaak 
kostbaar", aldus Chris Ketting, Teamleader bij Lemontree Outsourcing. 
 
Voor meer informatie en/of vragen kunt u contact opnemen met Lemontree Outsourcing op 
telefoonnummer: 0172 - 479988.  
 

 
November 2008 
 
Thyssenkrupp Veerhaven breidt het bestaande contract met Lemontree Outsourcing verder uit 
 
Brielle - ThyssenKrupp Veerhaven (http://www.veerhaven.com) breidt de huidige samenwerking met 
Lemontree Outsourcing verder uit door het uitbesteden van werkplekondersteuning en 
Projectmanagement aan Lemontree Outsourcing. Hiermee kan ThyssenKrupp Veerhaven zich nog 
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meer richten op haar core business en verzekert ThyssenKrupp Veerhaven zichzelf van 
werkplekondersteuning en projectmanagement van het hoogste niveau tegen concurrerende 
tarieven. 
 
ThyssenKrupp Veerhaven, een onderdeel van ThyssenKrupp Steel, is één van de modernste en 
toonaangevende duwvaartrederijen - in de droge bulksector - op de Rijn en is sinds 1984 gevestigd te 
Brielle (ZH). Bij ThyssenKrupp Veerhaven zijn ca. 170 medewerkers werkzaam. 
 
"Inzet van Lemontree medewerkers voor werkplekondersteuning is een logische vervolgstap voor 
ThyssenKrupp Veerhaven aangezien Lemontree als geen ander weet hoe de infra met alles wat er 
aan hangt in elkaar steekt waardoor er snel geschakeld kan worden met een minimale 
inwerkperiode. Tevens kan er door de flexibiliteit van Lemontree op wens van ons meer of minder 
capaciteit snel worden ingezet. Kortom een onderstreping van de huidige uitstekende samenwerking 
tussen Lemontree en ThyssenKrupp Veerhaven." Elbert Snoeij, ICT Manager. 
 
Voor Thyssenkrupp Veerhaven beheert Lemontree Outsourcing al vele jaren de ICT infrastructuur. De 
recente uitbreiding op het bestaande contract is een vervolgstap op de succesvolle samenwerking 
van de afgelopen 5 jaar. Recentelijk is de infrastructuur nog door Lemontree Outsourcing geüpgrade 
naar een Citrix Presentation 4.5 Server omgeving met een hoge beschikbaarheid van de systemen. 
 
Voor meer informatie en/of vragen kunt u contact opnemen met Lemontree Outsourcing op 
telefoonnummer: 0172 - 479988. 
 

 
Oktober 2008 
 
Lemontree Outsourcing behaald Citrix Silver Partner Status 
 
Alphen aan den Rijn - Lemontree Outsourcing heeft zich recentelijk gecertificeerd voor het Citrix 
Partner Silver Solution Advisor program. Lemontree heeft deze status behaald op basis van haar 
kennis, ervaring en behaalde certificeringen. 
 
Erik van der Burg, directeur Lemontree is erg content met de behaalde certificering; "Deze 
certificering sluit goed aan op de complexiteit van projecten die wij momenteel uitvoeren en gaan 
uitvoeren bij onze klanten. Als je een toonaangevende speler in de ICT markt wilt blijven, is kennis 
van innovatieve producten en oplossingen essentieel. Door het gebruik van bijvoorbeeld Citrix 
Xenapp, VMware en Microsoft Hyper V is het mogelijk om niet alleen in te spelen op technologische 
en economische voordelen maar ook te beantwoorden aan de huidige actualiteit van milieubewuster 
denken en automatiseren. Het downsizen van serverparken zal zich de aankomende jaren zich nog 
veel verder gaan ontwikkelen. Econology is een concept van Lemontree wat organisaties 
ondersteund bij het realiseren van duurzame ICT." 
 

 Partner Status Lemontree Outsourcing: 

 Citrix Partner Silver Solution Advisor (http://www.citrix.nl) 

 Microsoft Gold Partner (http://www.microsoft.nl) 

 Aladdin Secured Partner (http://www.aladdin.nl) 

 Cisco SMB Select Partner (http://www.cisco.nl) 

 Dell Gold Partner (http://www.dell.nl) 
 
Voor meer informatie en/of vragen kunt u contact opnemen met Lemontree Outsourcing op 
telefoonnummer: 0172 - 479988. 
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Augustus 2008 
 
Consumentenbond kiest voor thuiswerkoplossing van Lemontree Outsourcing! 
 
Den Haag - De Consumentenbond (http://www.consumentenbond.nl) heeft gekozen voor de 
implementatie van een Remote Access oplossing door Lemontree Outsourcing. Met deze Remote 
Access oplossing beschikt de consumentenbond over een professionele oplossing voor thuiswerken 
en mobiele toegang tot het netwerk. De gebruikers van de oplossing zijn nu in staat om vanuit huis 
net zo eenvoudig en veilig te werken als op kantoor. 
 
De Consumentenbond is dé vereniging in Nederland die opkomt voor de belangen van alle 
consumenten. Met als missie: consumenten in staat stellen beter en makkelijker keuzen te maken, 
met respect voor mens en milieu. 
 
"De oplossing is eenvoudig en succesvol ingepast in onze huidige ICT infrastructuur en is gemakkelijk 
uit te breiden zodat ook interne medewerkers op dezelfde manier kunnen gaan werken", aldus David 
Verweij Teamleider ICT. 
 
De aangeboden Remote Access oplossing van Lemontree Outsourcing is flexibel, schaalbaar, veilig en 
is op basis van bewezen technologie. De thuiswerkoplossing van de Consumentenbond is een 
uitgebalanceerde combinatie van Microsoft, Citrix en Aladdin eToken producten op het gebied van 
Infrastructuur, Server Based Computing, Beveiliging, en Remote Access. De thuiswerkoplossing is 
door Lemontree Outsourcing na implementatie overgedragen aan de beheerorganisatie van de 
Consumentenbond. 
 
Lemontree Outsourcing kan voor een vast bedrag per maand Remote Access oplossingen beheren 
zodat het risico van eventuele hoge exploitatiekosten hiermee wordt uitgesloten. De jaarlijkse kosten 
voor thuiswerken zijn daardoor laag, transparant, overzichtelijk en jaarlijks goed budgetteerbaar. 
 
Voor meer informatie en/of vragen kunt u contact opnemen met Lemontree Outsourcing op 
telefoonnummer: 0172 - 479988. 
 

 
Juli 2008 
 
Emergya Wind Technologies (EWT) kiest Lemontree Outsourcing voor de aanleg, implementatie en 
beheer van haar ICT omgeving 
 
Schiphol - EWT (http://www.ewtinternational.com) heeft Lemontree Outsourcing de opdracht 
gegund voor de aanleg en implementatie van een centrale ICT omgeving met een zeer hoge mate van 
beschikbaarheid. Daarnaast is een 5-jarige beheerovereenkomst afgesloten voor IT en 
telecommunicatie. 
 
EWT is een wereldwijde speler in wind energie oplossingen met vestingen in Nederland, China en de 
Verenigde Staten. EWT levert wind turbine parken op basis van volledige turn-key, maar ook 
individuele turbines en wind turbine componenten. De wind turbines van EWT zijn gebaseerd op de 
hoog geavanceerde direct drive (gearless) technologie. Deze technologie van EWT staat bij experts 
binnen de branche bekend om zijn superieure performance and betrouwbaarheid. 
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Met de nieuwe ICT omgeving worden de businessdoelen en -processen doeltreffend ondersteund om 
bestaande en nieuwe strategische plannen een draagvlak te geven. Bovendien biedt het EWT de 
mogelijkheid tot een betere productiviteit, integratie, en samenwerking tussen bedrijfsonderdelen, 
en businesspartners. Door het toepassen van centralisatie, consolidatie en standaardisatie worden 
de service niveaus verhoogd tegen lagere operationele kosten. De nieuwe ICT omgeving is flexibel en 
schaalbaar om een verdere groei van de organisatie te faciliteren. 
 
"Door Lemontree in te zetten als onze IT-dienstverlener, kunnen wij ons volledig richten op onze 
core-business. Wij beschouwen Lemontree als onze eigen IT-afdeling en zo gedragen zij zich ook: 
snel, flexibel, gemotiveerd en persoonlijk", aldus Pieter Dingjan, ICT Manager EWT. 
 
De opdracht is ingevuld met Lemontree diensten en oplossingen waarbij gekozen is voor de 
implementatie van een High Availability oplossing op basis van, Microsoft, VMware, Citrix, Cisco en 
SAN technologie: 
 
Microsoft Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise   MPLS  
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007   Blackberry Enterprise Server 4.1  
VMware ESX 3.5 High Availability cluster   HSDPA Mobility  
Citrix Xen App Enterprise Edition 4.5   DELL EqualLogic PS5000X  
VoIP - Cisco Call manager   Symantec Backup Exec 12  
 
De voornaamste voordelen voor EWT van de High Availability oplossing zijn de hoge mate van 
beschikbaarheid van de bedrijfskritische data en systemen, business continuity en disaster recovery 
mogelijkheden van de bedrijfskritische systemen. 
 
Voor meer informatie en/of vragen kunt u contact opnemen met Lemontree Outsourcing op 
telefoonnummer: 0172 - 479988. 
 

 
Juli 2008 
 
Agile Software sluit 3-jarig contract af met Lemontree Outsourcing 
 
Bodegraven - Agile Software te Bodegraven (http://www.agilesoftware.nl) heeft een 3-jarig contract 
met Lemontree Outsourcing afgesloten voor outsourcing van het beheer. Daarnaast is de bestaande 
ICT omgeving vervangen en zijn verbeteringen aangebracht. Hiermee kan Agile Software zich meer 
richten op haar core business en verzekert Agile Software zichzelf van een stabiele, veilige en 
schaalbare ICT omgeving met een zeer hoge beschikbaarheid. 
 
"Wij zijn ontzettend tevreden over de flexibele ondersteuning en de kwaliteit van de dienstverlening 
van Lemontree Outsourcing" aldus Maarten van Montfoort, directeur Agile Software. "Agile Software 
is een organisatie die zich volledig heeft gespecialiseerd in de advisering over en de verkoop en het 
beheer van volumelicentiecontracten voor middelgrote en grote organisaties. Het interpreteren van 
de regels omtrent softwarelicenties wordt vaak als complex ervaren terwijl goed licentiebeheer - 
mede door de toegenomen belangstelling voor compliancy door Sarbanes-Oxley, Code Tabaksblat". 
 
De ICT omgeving van Agile Software is volledig vervangen waarbij gebruik is gemaakt van de meest 
recente Microsoft technologie op het gebied van Infrastructuur, Virtualisatie, Server Based 
Computing, Beveiliging, Remote Acces en Business Productivity. 
 
Voor meer informatie en/of vragen kunt u contact opnemen met Lemontree Outsourcing op 
telefoonnummer: 0172 - 479988. 
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April 2006 
 
Lemontree Outsourcing is Microsoft Gold Partner gecertificeerd 
 
Alphen aan den Rijn - Lemontree Outsourcing heeft deze certificering ontvangen op basis van haar 
kennis, kunde, ervaring en inzet. Microsoft Gold Certified Partners vertegenwoordigen het hoogste 
niveau van competentie en ervaring met Microsoft technologieën en werken het nauwst samen met 
Microsoft. 
 
Lemontree Outsourcing is Microsoft Gold Certified Partner gecertificeerd voor de volgende 
competenties:  
 

 Networking Infrastructure Solutions  

 Advanced Infrastructure Solutions  
 

René van der Horst, Manager Outsourcing benadrukt dat Microsoft een strategisch partner is van 
Lemontree. "De technologie van Microsoft sluit zeer goed aan op onze identiteit, aanpak, visie en 
strategie. Mede op basis van Microsoft technologie zijn wij in staat om onze opdrachtgevers zo 
optimaal mogelijk te bedienen. De sterke punten van Microsoft producten en oplossingen zijn de 
vergaande mogelijkheden tot integratie, het uitwisselen van informatie en de mogelijkheden tot 
ondersteuning. Wij zijn een echte Microsoft specialist en lopen graag voorop met innovatieve 
oplossingen zonder daarbij het doel en het nut van ICT uit het oog te verliezen. Met behulp van 
Microsoft technologie realiseren wij ICT omgevingen met een hoge mate van beschikbaarheid, 
beveiliging, efficiency, productiviteit, en gebruiksgemak." 
 
Lemontree Outsourcing implementeert en beheert ICT infrastructuren voor haar opdrachtgevers en 
neemt daarin de verantwoordelijkheid op basis van heldere en flexibele afspraken. Hierdoor bent u 
in staat zich te richten op u core business zonder kostbare tijd kwijt te zijn aan het managen van ICT 
systemen en personeel. 
 
Voor meer informatie en/of vragen kunt u contact opnemen met Lemontree Outsourcing op 
telefoonnummer: 0172 - 479988. 
 

 
Let’s Get Personal 
Lemontree Event Program  
 
Lemontree Event Program 
 
Om onze waardering uit te spreken naar onze trouwe klanten en werknemers lanceert Lemontree 
per 1 mei 2007 het Lemontree Event Program. Het Lemontree Event Program is zowel voor de 
opdrachtgevers van Lemontree als voor de medewerkers van Lemontree bedoeld. 
Het Lemontree Event Program is een op maat gesneden initiatief om onze opdrachtgevers en onze 
medewerkers uit te nodigen voor een evenement naar keuze. 
 
Door het uitspreken van uw persoonlijke wensen middels een vragenlijst zult u gericht uitgenodigd 
worden voor een evenement dat u alleen, met een persoonlijke invité, of desgewenst met uw 
contactpersoon van Lemontree kunt bezoeken. Denk hierbij aan autosport, musicals, concerten van 
popartiesten, voetbal, klassieke concerten en vele andere evenementen. 
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Indien u als opdrachtgever vanuit een bedrijfspolicy of vanwege een andere reden niet aan het 
programma wilt deelnemen, dan kunt u dit uiteraard ook aangeven. 
 
Een langdurige en plezierige relatie met onze klanten en onze medewerkers staat voorop. Wij gaan 
er vanuit dat dit initiatief zal bijdragen aan een plezierige samenwerking met zowel onze 
opdrachtgevers als onze medewerkers. 
 
Uitgaande van een actieve deelname aan het Lemontree Event Program verwelkomen we u en uw 
partner van harte! 
 

 
Desktop management 
  
De automatisering op uw werkplek van uw medewerkers is een bepalende factor in de productiviteit 
van uw organisatie. Pc’s, laptops, en randapparatuur zijn onmisbare tools geworden voor de 
dagelijkse communicatie- en informatiestromen. 
 
Lemontree is een ervaren partner op het gebied van desktopmanagement. Binnen diverse grote 
organisaties heeft Lemontree jarenlange ervaring opgedaan op het gebied van ontwikkeling, beheer 
en support van grote en complexe werkplekomgevingen. Het beheer van werkplekken kan onsite 
maar gebeurt hoofdzakelijk remote vanuit ons Service Center in Alphen aan den Rijn. Het Lemontree 
Support team heeft een diepgaande kennis opgebouwd op het gebied van o.a. Remote Installation 
Server en Active Directory waardoor een betrouwbare en professionele omgeving kan worden 
opgezet zodat uw werkplek gemakkelijk en secure (over een Virtual Private Network) op afstand 
beheerd kan worden. Door deze wijze van beheer kunnen tijd en dus kosten van werkplekbeheer 
(TCO) aanzienlijk worden teruggebracht. Door middel van een Quickscan kunnen wij u grondig 
adviseren over de diverse mogelijkheden van beheer van uw werkplek.  
 

 
IT-Outsourcing   
  
Concurrentie en de druk tot kostenreductie houden in dat organisaties hun tijd en resources moeten 
concentreren op dat wat zij echt belangrijk vinden namelijk kernactiviteiten die waarde toevoegen, 
diensten verlenen aan klanten en winst maken. 
 
Door uw ICT-diensten onder te brengen bij Lemontree kunt u zich focussen op de kernactiviteiten 
van uw organisatie terwijl wij u helpen bij het bereiken van een hogere operationele efficiency en 
hogere serviceniveaus. Op deze manier kunt u uw ICT kosten inzichtelijk maken, beperken en 
beheersen.  
  
Lemontree heeft een compleet aanbod van outsourcing-diensten. Wij kunnen uw beheertaken 
overnemen op het gebied van: helpdesk, desktop support, server- en netwerkbeheer, Internet 
security en datacentre services. 
  
Ons Lemontree Support Team staat voor u klaar! 
 

 
Kennisgebieden   
Client-server omgevingen 
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Een client / server omgeving laat zich kenmerken door het feit dat de data van alle werkstations 
(client) op een centrale computer (server) staan terwijl de werkstations alleen over de 
programmatuur beschikken. 
 
Voordelen van de client/server omgeving zijn de hogere snelheid en stabiliteit omdat alleen data 
over het netwerk wordt verstuurd, tevens het centraal back-uppen van alle data. Alle werkstations 
beschikken over de meest recente gegevens, er kan gewoon worden doorgewerkt wanneer een van 
de werkstations uitvalt. 
 

 
Kennisgebieden   
Served Based Computing (Citrix) 
 
Server-Based Computing is een architectuur waarbij een applicatie voor 100% op een server draait. 
De user interface van de applicatie wordt weergegeven en bediend met behulp van thin-client 
hardware en/of software. 
 
Op de thin-client wordt alleen het beeld (de user interface) weergegeven. De muisbewegingen en 
toetsenbordaanslagen van de gebruiker worden doorgegeven aan de applicatie op de server. 
Storage vindt, evenals binnen een client-server omgeving, plaats op een server.  
  
Het gebruik van Server-Based Computing biedt een aantal voordelen. Deze voordelen zijn onder 
andere een betere schaalbaarheid, stabiliteit en flexibiliteit. Daarnaast is het beheer van een Server-
Based Computing-omgeving veel eenvoudiger, waardoor de Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) terug te 
brengen is. 
 

 
Managed hosting   
 
In het professionele datacenter van Lemontree worden servers ge-host en beheerd voor diverse 
klanten. Managed hosting is een zeer professionele oplossing voor bedrijfskritische systemen. 
 
De systemen zijn geplaatst in een computerruimte met toegangscontrole, brandbeveiliging, 
airconditioning en noodstroomvoorziening en worden door onze professionals pro-actief gemonitord 
en beheerd. 
 
De mogelijkheden van managed hosting zijn o.a.: 
 

 Managed MS Exchange hosting  

 Managed ASP / Applicatiehosting  

 Managed Windows, Linux of Unix hosting  

 Managed Server Based computing hosting (Citrix en Terminal server).   
 

 
Migraties 
 
Lemontree heeft jarenlange kennis en ervaring op het gebied van diverse migraties. Wij kennen de 
valkuilen en kunnen wij de zekerheid bieden en inzicht geven in doorlooptijden en investeringkosten.  
 
Ervaring met o.a. de volgende Migraties: 

 NT4 naar windows 2000 / XP / 2003  
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 Novell naar windows 2000 / 2003 server  

 Exchange 5.5 naar Exchange 2000 / 2003  

 Van een client-server omgeving naar een Served based computing omgeving gebaseerd op 
Terminal server of Citrix  

 Werkplekdistributie 
 

 
Server/netwerk beheer 
  
Lemontree verhoogt de productiviteit van uw netwerk en uw mensen. Uw infrastructuur moet mee 
kunnen groeien met uw bedrijf en dus op de toekomst van uw bedrijf zijn ingesteld of voorbereid.  
 
Door de combinatie van geavanceerde technologieën helpt Lemontree u in het behalen van uw 
bedrijfsdoelstellingen. Preventief en proactief beheer van uw serverpark is essentieel voor de 
continuïteit van uw organisatie. Het Lemontree Support Team houdt zich daarom dagelijks bezig met 
het remote pro-actief monitoren van servers en serverparken van haar klanten. Op afgesproken 
tijden worden eventlogs, back-up logs, virus updates, performance, etc. van uw server(s) 
gecontroleerd. Dit gebeurt uiteraard via het internet over een Virtual Private Network (VPN) om de 
veiligheid van uw data en netwerk te waarborgen.  
  
Het Lemontree Support Team bestaat uitsluitend uit highly skilled ICT-ers die gespecialiseerd zijn op 
het gebied van Microsoft Windows, MS ISA server, MS Internet Information server, MS SQL Server, 
MS Terminal Server, MS Exchange Server, SCO Unix, Citrix, Brightstore Arcserve en Veritas en actieve 
componenten van Cisco en 3Com. Door middel van een Quickscan kunnen wij u uitvoerig adviseren 
over de diverse mogelijkheden van beheer van uw totale netwerk. 
 

 
Servicedesk 
 
De Lemontree Servicedesk bestaat uit een team gecertificeerde professionals die voor u klaar staan 
om u snel bij te staan met vragen en problemen op het gebied van ICT. 
 
De Servicedesk is uw centrale aanspreekpunt en wij coördineren alle werkzaamheden, eventueel ook 
richting derde partijen. Hierdoor nemen wij u veel werk uit handen en zijn uw vragen in de handen 
van ervaren professionals die u snel, klantvriendelijk en in begrijpbare taal te woord staan. 
 
De Lemontree Servicedesk is bereikbaar via:  
Telefoon: 0172 472682  
E-mail: servicedesk@lemontree.nl 
 

 
Detachering 
 
Er zijn uiteenlopende redenen waarom u besluit hulp van buitenaf in te roepen om uw gelederen te 
versterken. Ze variëren van een urgent capaciteitstekort tot de behoefte zelf een aantal ICT-
veranderingen door te voeren, waarbij u het proces gesteund wilt hebben door externe specialisten. 
Lemontree houdt zich inmiddels 10 jaar bezig met het verzorgen van deze specialistische 
ondersteuning, exact toegesneden op uw tijdelijke of structurele tekort aan mensen. 
 
Onze gecertificeerde specialisten zijn in 3 groepen te verdelen: medior en senior 
Systeem/netwerkbeheerders, Technisch Projectleiders en Consultants. Binnen diverse sectoren is 
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een brede kennis opgebouwd op het gebied van IT maar ook van de specifieke bedrijfsculturen en 
processen. Door deze brede kennis en know-how voelen onze mensen zich snel thuis en zijn dus snel 
productief. 
 

 
Consultancy   
 
U zoekt een doelgerichte oplossing voor een korte termijn-project. U hebt wellicht behoefte aan een 
functioneel analist of een ervaren projectleider. Lemontree beschikt over consultants en analisten 
die op projectbasis complexe automatiseringsvraagstukken in kaart brengen en de oplossingen 
hiervoor aandragen.  
 

 
Expertise 
  
L&N  
Lemontree heeft op het gebied van consultancy een samenwerkingsverband met Nexpri onder de 
naam L&N. Nexpri is een expertisecentrum voor geografische informatievoorziening, maar heeft ook 
ruime ervaring op andere gebieden van informatievoorziening.  
 
Geografische informatievoorziening  
Vanuit L&N kan Lemontree expertise leveren op het gebied van de geografische 
informatievoorziening  
 
Informatiebeleid en informatieplanning  
De informatievoorziening van een organisatie en de ondersteuning daarvan door ICT-middelen vormt 
een kritische factor in het succes van een organisatie. De hoge mate van integratie en complexiteit 
van de huidige informatiesystemen vertalen zich naar hogere benodigde budgetten en hogere en 
andere personele kwaliteiten. Informatiebeleid en –planning als instrument, zowel richtinggevend als 
beheersend, is vaak onontbeerlijk om de ontwikkeling van de ICT te kunnen sturen en de kosten in de 
hand te houden. Lemontree adviseert, ondersteund en ontwikkeld het informatiebeleid en de 
informatieplanning in nauwe samenwerking met en naar wens van de opdrachtgever. Geen 
standaardoplossing dus, maar het beste van de standaarden, toegesneden op uw situatie.  
 
Begeleiding selectietrajecten applicaties  
De keuze voor een nieuwe applicatie kan een lastig traject zijn. De risico’s – waaronder financiele – 
van een dergelijk traject, zeker bij de keuze voor een informatiesysteem dat het hart gaat vormen 
van de informatievoorziening mogen niet onderschat worden. Desondanks speelt het 
onderbuikgevoel bij de keuze van een applicatie vaak een rol. Lemontree minimaliseert de rol van 
het onderbuikgevoel door de verschillende applicatie objectief en op basis van duidelijke prioriteiten 
tegenover elkaar te zetten en de financiele consequenties duidelijk in kaart te brengen  
 
Implementatie van applicaties  
Leveranciers van applicaties, gebruikers en management spreken ieder hun eigen taal. In de rol van 
functioneel beheerder fungeert Lemontree als tussenpersoon bij de implementatie van een 
informatiesysteem en zorgt er zo voor dat de taken en verantwoordelijkheden voor iedereen 
duidelijk zijn.  
 
Workshops  
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Bepaalde ICT-vraagstukken zijn niet eenvoudig op te lossen. In een workshop worden de belangen 
van eenieder duidelijk en kunnen compleze vraagstukken in een relatief kort tijdbestek beantwoord 
worden. 
 
Informatie-analyse  
Door middel van informatie-analyse brengt Lemontree de informatiebehoefte van een organisatie in 
kaart en wordt een goede basis gelegd voor of de selectie en aanschaf van een applicatie dan wel de 
bouw van een maatwerkapplicatie  
 

 
Projecten  
  
ICT-beleid en ICT-stappenplan Gemeente Oud-Beijerland  

In 2004 heeft Lemontree in opdracht van de gemeente Oud-Beijerland (Z-H) ICT‑beleid en ICT-
stappenplan (informatieplan) opgesteld. Het resultaat is een bruikbaar, onderhoudbaar en actueel 
beleid dat sturend en richtinggevend werkt, en een goed overzicht van de ontwikkeling van de ICT 
over de komende jaren en de ermee gepaard gaande uitgaven. Tevens onderdeel van de opdracht 
vormde het ‘opleiden’ van de aankomend ICT-beleidsadviseur. 
 
ERP-pakketselectie Tasseron  
Lemontree heeft ondersteund bij de selectie van een ERP-applicatie. Door de wensen en eisen ten 
aanzien van een applicatie duidelijk te structureren en prioriteiten toe te kennen, is een goed beeld 
verkregen van de aansluiting daarop door de verschillende applicaties en de kosten verbonden aan 
de aanschaf van een applicatie.  
 
Advies keuzecriteria Projectmanagementmethodiek – Gemeente Oud-Beijerland  
Lemontree heeft ondersteund bij de keuze tussen verschillende projectmanagementmethodieken 
door de inhoud te geven aan de criteria die van belang zijn voor het maken van een gefundeerde 
keuze.  
 
Inventarisatie ICT dochterondernemingen - beheermaatschappij 
Lemontree voert een analyse en inventarisatie uit van de ICT van veertig 100% 
dochterondernemingen van een beheermaatschappij. Op basis van de verzamelde informatie zal 
Lemontree een advies geven over mogelijke kostenbesparingen en oplossingen voor synergie en 
tevens eventuel aanwezige risico’s.  
 
Pakketselecties en –implementaties  
Lemontree heeft bij diverse opdrachtgevers geadviseerd en ondersteund bij de selectie en 
implementatie van diverse applicaties, zoals:  

 Transport- en warehousingapplicaties (TMS en WMS)  

 Financiele applicaties (FIS)  

 Document management systemen (DMS)  

 CRM-systemen (MS CRM)  

 Helpdeskapplicaties  
 
Maatwerkontwikkeling  
Bij een aantal opdrachtgevers heeft advies en ondersteuning geleverd bij de ontwikkeling van 
noodzakelijk maatwerk.  
 
Fit-to-Position  
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Voor de ontwikkeling van de webtool fit-to-position.com levert Lemontree projectleiding en 
functionele expertise.  
 

 
Fit-to-Position   
  
De online performance en competence management software. 
 
Fit-to-Position:  

 biedt inzicht of medewerkers op de juiste plek in uw organisatie zitten.  

 helpt bij het vertalen van uw bedrijfstrategie naar functie- en beoordelingsprofielen.  

 is een praktisch online instrument voor het vastleggen van zowel plannings-, functionerings- 
als beoordelingsgesprekken.  

 levert managementinformatie over het beoordelingsproces.  

 ondersteunt het management & development proces in uw organisatie.  

 het maakt competentiemanagement mogelijk.  
 

 
"Soepele samenwerking. Ik krijg gemotiveerde mensen die goed in ons team passen. Een reële 
houding, ook wanneer bepaalde zaken nadere aandacht behoeven. De cv's zijn duidelijk, de 
afspraken worden goed nagekomen en de tarieven zijn redelijk. Wat me vooral aanspreekt is het 
ontbreken van bla-bla, onnodige commerciële kontakten en mailings." 
Hoofd Automatisering Overheid 
 
 
"Lemontree heeft voor de gemeente diverse opdrachten uitgevoerd, zoals beleidsontwikkelingen en 
systeembeheer. Wij zijn zeer tevreden over de kwaliteit van de uitgevoerde opdrachten." 
Directeur Ruimte middelgrote Gemeente 
 
 
"Daar waar anderen nee verkopen gaat Lemontree aan de slag om toch invulling te geven aan de 
gevraagde expertise. En dat lukt dan ook. Meedenken en investeren in de relatie is een 
vanzelfsprekendheid." 
Hoofd ICT grote Onderwijsinstelling 
 
 
"De klantgerichtheid tezamen met de know-how van de medewerkers van Lemontree maakt de 
inzetbaarheid groot. De betrokkenheid, loyaliteit en professionaliteit naar de opdrachtgever en de 
missie van de bank tezamen met de expertise maakt Lemontree een grote aanvulling op het ASN 
Bank IT Team!" 
Hoofd Operationele Zaken Financiële instelling 
 
 
"De mensen van Lemontree weten van wanten. Ze hebben een professionele attitude en zullen, 
zonder dat er om gevraagd wordt, zich extra inzetten om de werkzaamheden goed en tijdig af te 
ronden. De medewerkers hebben een pro-actieve houding. Ze wachten niet totdat iemand met een 
verzoek naar hen toekomt, maar ze constateren een situatie die om actie vraagt en gaan dan aan de 
slag of komen met een aanbeveling naar mij toe. Lemontree weet mensen met kwaliteit en de juiste 
houding aan zich te binden, hetgeen ons als afnemer van de diensten ten goede komt." 
ICT Manager Off-shore bedrijf 
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"Lemontree heeft medewerkers in dienst die zowel operationeel als strategisch zeer goed hun werk 
uitvoeren. Het gaat dus verder dan alleen de klus uitvoeren. Qua match tussen onze vraag en hun 
aanbod scoren ze uitstekend. Heldere afspraken en goed communicatie zijn kenmerkend voor 
Lemontree!" 
Hoofd Automatisering grote Transportonderneming 
 
(op verzoek kunnen wij u van deze referenties de contactpersonen met contactgegevens toesturen)  
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Appendix II: Glossary of IT terms used 
 

Nederlands Engels Notes 

applicaties software applications Not just "applications". The word 
"applications" can have many different 
meanings (job applications, practical 
applications, etc.), so it is better to specify 
"software" here. 

automatisering automation  

bedrijfskritisch business-critical  

beheer management  

beheerovereenkomst service agreement  

beleidsadviseur policy advisor  

beoordelingsprofiel assessment profile  

brandbeveiliging fire protection system  

capaciteitstekort personnel shortage  

competentiemanagement competence management  

competenties competencies  

consultancy consulting  

desktop management desktop management  

detachering staffing The UK English term, "secondment", is 
unknown in the US. "Staffing" is more 
general, but can be used when the context 
makes clear what is meant. 

duwvaartrederij push-tow shipping company Taken from ThyssenKrupp website: 
http://www.veerhaven.com/home.asp?chap
ter_id=10&content_id=0&news_id=&job_id
=&specs_id=&lan_id=3 

exploitatiekosten operating costs  

functieprofiel job profile  

helpdesk helpdesk In English, "help desk" (with a space) is also 
fine. However, the trend is toward writing it 
as one word. 

hoge beschikbaarheid high availability  

ICT IT De term ICT is een typisch Nederlandse 
term, in het buitenland is het altijd IT 
gebleven. Bron: 
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ict 

ICT infrastructuur IT infrastructure  

ICT Manager IT Manager  

ICT omgeving IT infrastructure IT infrastructure is preferable to "IT 
environment", though both terms are used. 
Either way, avoid "ICT" (see ICT) 

informatiestromen information flow  

infra (IT) infrastructure Do not abbreviate as "infra" in English. Must 
be written out in full, preferably prefaced by 
"IT" for clarity's sake. 

interne medewerkers in-house staff Preferably not "internal staff". Inanimate 
objects and concepts can be internal 

http://www.veerhaven.com/home.asp?chapter_id=10&content_id=0&news_id=&job_id=&specs_id=&lan_id=3
http://www.veerhaven.com/home.asp?chapter_id=10&content_id=0&news_id=&job_id=&specs_id=&lan_id=3
http://www.veerhaven.com/home.asp?chapter_id=10&content_id=0&news_id=&job_id=&specs_id=&lan_id=3
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ict
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(internal memos, internal policy, internal 
transfers), but people are not "internal" in 
US English. 

licentiebeheer software license management Taken from Microsoft website. 

managed hosting managed hosting  

medior [none] The Dutch term "medior" does not have a 
direct equivalent in English. It can almost 
always be left out. If a translation is truly 
necessary, "mid-level" might be an option. 

migratie migration  

noodstroomvoorziening emergency power supply  

opdrachtgever client  

outsourcing outsourcing  

pakketselectie software selection Not "package selection". 

pincode PIN Not "PIN code". "PIN number" is also 
commonly used, but is redundant as the 'N' 
already stands for "number". 

projectmanagementmethodiek project management methodology  

randapparatuur peripheral devices Also known as simply "peripherals" 

samenwerkingsverband strategic partnership May not work in all cases. Check the context. 

serverpark data center  

servicedesk service desk  

standaardoplossing one-size-fits-all solution  

sterke authenticatie strong authentication  

systeembeheer systems administration Can be written with or without 's' after 
"system" 

systeembeheerder system administrator Note: "system" without an 's' 

Teamleider ICT IT team leader  

thin-client thin client No hyphen 

thuiswerken telecommute  

thuiswerkoplossing telecommuting solution  

toegangscontrole access control  

veilig secure Avoid using "safe". 

volumelicentiecontracten volume license agreements Agreements, not contracts. 

vragenlijst questionnaire  

wachtwoord password  

werkplekomgevingen desktop environments  

werkplekondersteuning desktop management  

wind turbine parken wind farms Not "wind parks", "wind turbine parks", or 
"windmill parks". The correct, idiomatic 
English phrase is "wind farm". See: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wind_farms 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wind_farms



